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THE HONG KONG CRICKET CLUB

HKCC Cricket Tour to New Zealand
at Queenstown, South Island

April 2015

Garden Party 2015
Friday 1 May 2015
Follo

w us!

We’re of
ft
Garden o the Family
Party 20
15

12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
The Ground
includes Grand Buffet, Drinks,
Inflatables, Games Booths, Cultural Counters,
DIY and Entertainment of all kinds …
Member
$625 per Adult / $410 per Student
$360 per Child (age 3-12)
Guest:
$735 per Adult / $510 per Student
$450 per Child (age 3-12)
Enrolment is only available for Member on or before 31 March.
For any guest booking, first come first served basis starts on
1 April, each Membership Account is entitled to book for a
maximum of 6 guests.

The Hong Kong Cricket Club
137 Wong Nai Chung Gap Road, Hong Kong
Tel: 2574 6266, 3511 8668
Fax: 3511 8630
email: hkcc@hkcc.org Web: www.hkcc.org
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
(For all F&B Enquiries email fnb@hkcc.org)

Swimming Pool Complex

Daily 0700 to 2100

Squash Courts Complex

Daily 0730 to 2230

Monday to Friday 1830 to midnight
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1530 1830 to midnight
The last food orders are
1445 (Lunch) 2200 (Dinner)
Reservations : 3511 8618

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145
Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)
Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)
Dinner: Daily 1800 to midnight
(The last order is 2230)
Reservations: 3511 8638

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 		
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1900
Public Holiday 1200 to 1800

Daily 0730 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0730 to 1030

Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING
2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Daily 0730 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre

Daily 0830 to 2230

Sports Hall

Daily 0830 to 2230

Roof Top:
SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Friday 1000 to 2000
Saturday and Sunday 0800 to 2030
Enquiry: 3511 8631
email: thesportshop@hkcc.org

Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight
The last food order is 2230
Monday to Saturday 1000 to 2100
Sunday and Public Holiday 0800 to 2100
The last food order is 2030

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988
Fax: (852) 2810 6877
Email: dotcod@hkcc.org

Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 274C

Annexe Bar
Monday to Friday 0930 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 0930 Beverage Service only
0830 to 2300

Pantone 187C

85% Pantone Process Black C
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Website: www.dotcod.com
Opening Hours:
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat

GENERAL INFORMATION

Coate’s Notes
April 2015

S

pring has sprung; the Easter Bunny approaches
and we now see the winter woollies packed away
and the blossoms blooming. March has been a
veritable feast of Cricket and Sport! The ICC World Cup
has enthralled even non-believers and ‘neutrals.’
On behalf of the Management and all Members of
Staff at HKCC, I would like to extend our very grateful
thanks to the Members of the Club who so generously
contributed to the ‘HKCC Lai See Staff Fund’.
As the Cricket and Sports season draws to a close
and finals approach, we congratulate all teams on
solid performances. In particular, the Men’s Premier
League I and 2 Day teams who won both competitions
respectively. This, added to the T20 League win, along
with Division One top of the table positions for the
Nomads and Division 2 for the Gap Ramblers. It would
be remiss not to mention the strong performances
of Junior Cricket in U19 and the enthusiasm of the
three U13 sides. This season has seen a culmination of
previous years’ programmes, coaching, mentoring and
encouragement from many around the Club.
The HKCC Women cricketers continue to dominate the
T20 and Women’s League. Speaking of Women’s Cricket
- we look forward to hosting the Anita Miles Wu Shield,
on Easter Sunday, 5th April. Anita is HKCC Women’s
Cricket Convenor. Anita and husband Rodney have been
wonderfully generous and supportive towards Women’s
Cricket, both here in Hong Kong and China. Please come
along and support the day and Women’s Cricket.
The Junior Cricket Programme– Gappers – draws to a
close for 2014 /15, stronger and more popular than
ever. This is very much a team effort from coaches,
parents, Members, staff and sponsor Westpac. Special

Façade View of the New Main Pavilion Building of
HKCC Master Plan Phase One Work

thanks must go to Gary & Riza Wines whose energy and
enthusiasm for the children is infectious.
Over Chinese New Year, in February 2016, HKCC
Members are invited to travel to Melbourne to play
MCC Members in Cricket, Hockey, Squash, Lawn Bowls,
Netball, Golf and Tennis. Please register your interest
with your respective Sports Convenor or Team Captain
(or with me directly). For those who participated in the
MCC visit to HKCC in April 2014, I am sure you will look
forward to the re-match and re-acquaintance with old
friends.
The Phase One Master Plan Works commencing around
June - the General Committee has agreed to release the
final tranche of 15 Corporate Nominee Debentures for
sale at $1,288,000 HKD; the same price since 2012.
Debentures are fully transferable and each one entitles
the Nominee and their family, full use of the Club
facilities, DotCod and Overseas Reciprocal arrangements.
The Club’s Private Recreational Lease is secured until
2023. I would encourage Members to ‘spread the word’.
For a tour of The Hong Kong Cricket Club facilities, and
for further information, please contact me on
+852 3511 8666 or at richardcoate@hkcc.org
MEMBERS, PLEASE NOTE: If you are bringing guests to
the Club in groups larger than 4, please be considerate
of times, and your fellow Members. In particular, when
viewing popular sporting events and during busy times
like Friday evening, Saturday lunch and Sundays.
I look forward to seeing you at the Club.
Rick Coate
General Manager
2015 April The Pinkun
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RECIPROCAL CLUBS
HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas
Australia

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
NSW Sports Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne

Canada

The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club

China
England

Beijing Riviera Country Club*

India

Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
Ibiza- The Club, Calcutta*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*		

Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia

Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham

ROYAL OVERSEAS LEAGUE
WORLD HEADQUARTER

International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta
The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club
Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila

Scotland

The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*

Singapore

Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club

South Africa Kelvin Grove, Cape Town

Western Province Cricket Club (New)

Thailand

Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok

USA

University Club of Chicago

Affiliate Member Clubs:
Shanghai Cricket Club
Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England
Stragglers of Asia, England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand
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* Accommodation Facilities Available
• Signing In
• Method of Payment  
• Maximum Length of Stay  	
• Restrictions
This information may be obtained from HKCC Membership
Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected from
the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to these Overseas
Reciprocal Clubs

GENERAL INFORMATION

Membership News
Senior Ordinary Members
J.C. Hughes
J. MacRae
N. Parkinson
New Nominee Members
Pamela P.K. Chung
Michelle S.M. Chui
Karen K.M. Chan
D. Fujisaki
M.W. Fujisaki
Ms. C. Lang
Gary K.H. Ng
A.F. Olliffe
Kenneth Pang
Mrs. M. Robinson
Victor C.C. Tse
Ms. Vivien Wu
Jonathan K.K. Yip

Senior Subscriber
Frankie Lai

Departures
R.J. Barlow
K.B. Chandrasekar
J. Crawford
William Lim
Jimmy K.F. Luk
J. Mail
A.L. Thompson

New Subscriber Members
P. Daswani
G.C. Foster
Mrs. S.E. Gold
New Sporting Members
E. Andrews
K.A. Graham
Mrs. J.P. Rowe
M.L. Twomey
New Junior Sporting Member
N.S. Wood
Returned
D. Chow

David Edward
William O’Brien
The news has been received
of the death of Life Absent
Member, David O’Brien, in
January this year in England.
He joined the Cricket Club in
July 1972.
Our deepest sympathies are
extended to his family.

Resignations Nominee
L. Cheung
Anthony K.S. Chong
Mrs. J.C.E. Harrow
S.G. Houston
K.K. Yu
Terence L.S. Yiu
Temporary Return
Mrs. A. Andrea
Rachel Brown

P. Collier
Ms. K. Dobinson
Ms. R. Dineen
J.G. Evans
C.M. Harvie
J.G.A. Grady
Mrs. C. Graham
Mrs. C. Hawse
W.R. Hartley
Mrs. A.M. Kearns
Benjamin Lee
K.F. Morris
A.C. Morris
R. Owen
J. Orders
Ms. M.Y. Pun
L. Porter
P. Grimshaw
J. Slater
A.F.D. Scott

T.J. Terkildsen
W. Trench
Ms. Audrey Yau
Mrs. J. Yates

Hec McMillan
It is sad to report the passing of Hec McMillan who died on 16th January, in
Canberra, one month before his 96th birthday.
Hec was a most active member of the Club, during his service with the Australian
Trade Commission in Hong Kong, in the 1960s. As a prominent player in the
Nomads, he featured in Second Division championship winning teams of 1967 to
1969. In addition, Hec was also a regular member of the Club’s Lawn Bowls “A”
team.
He is vividly remembered by our older members for his abundant wit and good
humour and for his many lively performances on the Hong Kong stage - from
pantomime dame, to serious drama and as both a producer and player in light
opera with the Hong Kong Singers.
Hec survived his wife, Phyl, who was also well remembered at the Club and our
condolences go to his daughters, Roo And Babs.

As featured in March Pinkun, Nomads – 1966-67 season,
Hec with bat front row second left
2015 April The Pinkun
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Paul James Fox
“A few moments to remember a remarkable, unique
character, a man who represented “The Top Bar”, for 6
years in the late 70’s/early 80’s. He was the Top Bar. He
was then and has been ever since an amazing supporter
of HKCC, on Tour, at Lord’s, in South Africa, everywhere
for the last 30 years, all in his inimitable style.
Paul James Fox, or Grocer, as he was quickly christened
at HKCC in '76.
Originally Managing Director of Park ‘n’ Shop, he was
promoted to Retail Director in 79, bringing me to H.K.
A man who was elected to the HKCC Committee in under
2 years, an incredible exception in the 70’s to rise so far
so quickly, he became responsible for F&B.

A

series of tributes were arranged by the Club and
older Members for a unique personality who was
born in St Austell, Cornwall, in 1948 and arrived
in Hong Kong 1976, passing away on the 5th February in
Cape Town.
He was only in Hong Kong for six years, ‘76 to ‘82, but he
left an indelible impression on those he met and he has
remained an avid supporter of HKCC through the years.
More than sixty messages of condolences were received
from all over the world, all relating to those years in
Hong Kong and contact that has been maintained, even
at a distance.
A gathering was held in the Top Bar, his favourite
location in the world, on Thursday 12th February - the
same time as his Memorial service in Cape Town.
After the bell was rung, Rodney Miles, who will remain
Grocer 2 forever, remembered Paul, as follows….
**********************************************

Well make that "B" really as his renowned ability with
any food was to move 12 peas around the plate, whilst
he consumed a pack of cigarettes, a few lagers, a couple
of bottles of wine, finishing with Port, Scotch and an
occasional bottle of Bailey’s.
Not the greatest Eater, but certainly an expert on
Beverage.
A contributor in life, to life, not a taker, always there to
help or assist anyone in need.
Endless enthusiasm, a brilliant sense of humour, often
with a deadpan face and a wry smile, an infectious laugh
and a very good story teller.
A good sportsman who trialled for Football Clubs, and
County Cricket, but work and “life” were always a bigger
draw for him.
A scholar and a gentleman, a genuine person of great
integrity, a very special man.
A man who everyday was leaving the Club at 7.10 to get
home for dinner, but somehow was always waylaid with
another story, another one for the road.
Paul led one of what became the first of many regular
Club tours from Hong Kong with mainly HKCC players in
1982, under CCC’s banner.
He should always be known as the man who really restarted club tours for Hong Kong. It was he alone who
created and made that first Tour happen.
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A Tour that I could not be on as his Deputy, which has
given so many tourists so much pleasure, and me so
much discomfort over so many years.
Paul had a brilliant ability to connect with people,
an encyclopedic knowledge of sport, a challenging
personality who was always first to the Wagers Book.
When I was recruited by him and arrived in ‘79, he spent
all his time introducing me to what seemed like “Everyone
in Hong Kong”, all of whom he knew well and who knew
him well.

Apart from the Top Bar Gathering, attended by all the
four leaders of the Club over the last 30 years, plus all
of Paul’s old friends from those days still in Hong Kong,
a tribute was paid on the ground the following Saturday
when, by a remarkable coincidence, CCC played
Nomads.
After a short Eulogy a minute’s silence was held, started
and finished by the ringing of the bell, now a tradition,
with flags at half mast.

Paul left Hong Kong, physically, in late '82 to run
Supermarkets in South Africa for many years, had a
spell in the U.K. as Supermarketer and then Consultancy
before moving back to South Africa as a consultant.

In addition the following week at The Willows in New
Zealand where HKCC were on tour, George Lamplough
also spoke of Paul and a minute’s silence was taken
before the start of the game against The Willows, a
Club where Paul was an overseas member and Sir John
Hansen, a good friend, is President.

Eventually ended up representing Strawberrynet
overseas.

A memorial game and gathering will be held in the U.K.
on 14th July at Bickley Park Cricket Club.

Left Hong Kong physically, but never mentally, his heart
was always here; had he stayed in Hong Kong, however,
it might have been a much shorter life!!

The Club has lost a great supporter and his many friends
a unique character whose place in our lives will never be
forgotten.

He had an effervescent personality, a natural positive
leader, a passion for life and for living life.

Rodney Miles

Above all else, he was a colossus of his time in Hong
Kong, of this Club, of this bar, of cricket.
A legend in his own lifetime that those of us who were
lucky enough to be here during his time in Hong Kong
will never forget.
Memories to treasure.
Paul, Rest in Peace my friend, you will always be
remembered by all your many friends as a Remarkable
Man.
If I can ask everyone to raise their glass - hopefully a
Scotch or “Gold Watch”.
Paul Fox, The Grocer, a Remarkable Man, we will all
miss!”

Remembering Grocer - Nomads v. CCC - 14th February

2015 April The Pinkun
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ACTIVITIES

Multi-Purpose Room
Timetable - April 2015

Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Adult
Aerobics			

Dori Dainton

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

Aerobic Kickboxing		

Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Bums, Legs & Tums		

Sandy Dodd

6334-5318

Group Fitness Classes		

Recreation Dept.

3511-8699

Pilates			

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing		

Joseph Schembri

9378-5380

Spin Class		

Davinia Ng

9151-1641

Southern School of Dance		

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Tai Chi and Qi Gong		

Cathy Ho

call Recreation Dept.
			

Adult Hatha Yoga		

Luke Graeber

			

call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698
3511 8698

Junior
Cricket
The Gappers 		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

The Ramblers (U14-U17)		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Multi Sport		

admin@multi-sport.com.hk

2540-1257

Southern School of Dance		

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk			
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3511-8698

MONDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1230 - 1315
1415 - 1845
1900 - 2200

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Spin Class
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

TUESDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1200
1300 - 1445
1500 - 1745
1800 - 1900
1930 - 2015
2030 - 2230

Spin Class
Cardio Kick Fit
Tai Chi & Qi Gong Workshop
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Spin Class
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1430
1545 - 2015
2030 - 2200

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

THURSDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1115
1230 - 1315
1430 - 1730
1800 - 1900
2000 - 2230

Spin Class
Whole Body Circuit
Spin Class
Spin Class
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

FRIDAY
0800 - 0845
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1145 - 1445
1500 - 1945
2000 - 2230

Spin Class
Body Sculpt with Dori
Adult Yoga
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

SATURDAY
0900 - 1545
1600 - 1745
1800 - 2230

Multi-Sport Gymnastics
Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance
Table-Tennis

SUNDAY
0900 - 2230

Table-Tennis

GENERAL INFORMATION
Club Sports Contacts
CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Paul Watkins		
9278 1066
email: pjwatkins@gmail.com
WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles		
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com
HOCKEY
Convenor
Matthew Deayton
9612 8444
email: matt8889@gmail.com
LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Teresa Yung 		
9133 7630
email: yungpikyiu@gmail.com
NETBALL
Convenor
Krystle Edwards
email: netballconvenor@hkcc.org
RUGBY
Convenor
Graeme Pyott
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org
Club Captain
Ben Garland		
9864 7645
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org
SQUASH
Convenor
Steve Ellis		
9260 8289
email: steveellis@netvigator.com
TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org
GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com
TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com
TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tonyykku@gmail.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown

HKCC Sports Coaches
For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698 email: recreation@hkcc.org

Cricket
Simon Cook

ECB Level 4 Coach
Phone: 9224 4497

Clare Crewdson

Cricket Australia Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5507 9220
email: clarecrewdson@hkcc.org

Scott McKechnie

ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6375 7805

email: mckechniescott@hkcc.org

Nizakat Khan

ACC Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6433 9702

email: khannizakat@hkcc.org

email: simoncook@hkcc.org

Golf
Adrian Waters

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699
email: golf@hkcc.org

Gym & Fitness
Amin Ashraf

Personal Trainer
Phone: 6406 0872
email: aminashraf@hkcc.org
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Ben Simpson

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise
with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230
email: bensimpson@hkcc.org
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Davinia Ng

TRX Suspension Training Certificate
Agatsu Kettlebells Instructor Certificate Level 1
The Personal Training Academy Global Certificate (PTA Global)
Phone: 9151 1641
email: daviniang@hkcc.org
Hong Kong Triathlon Coach Certificate Level 1
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Hockey
Genevieve Frank

Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5169 6835

email: genfrank@hkcc.org

Netball
Robin Manihera

Coaching Level 3

email: robinmanihera@hkcc.org

Rugby
Deacon Manu

Head Coach
IRB Rugby Coaching Certificate Level 3
Phone: 5697 7354Andrew email: deaconmanu@hkcc.org

Squash
Dick Lau

Head Coach
Phone: 9010 6770

email: squash@hkcc.org

Swimming
Chris Funnell

ASA Full (Level 2) Swimming Teacher
Phone: 2540 1257
email: admin@multi-sport.com.hk

Tennis
Jason Lijewski

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9653 2782
email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

Yuliya Ustyuzhanina Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9152 7317
Lina Gomez

email: yuliya@hkcc.org

Recreation Dept.
Phone: 3511 8698
2015 April The Pinkun
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HKCC …………linking with the community

F

ebruary was a busy month for HKCC with a host of
sporting sessions being held by the Professional
Coaches at HKCC and within local schools in the
area (Quarry Bay School, Hok Shan School). PLK returned
for their first visit of 2015 and spent 2 hours at the Club
participating in Cricket, Hockey and Ten Pin Bowling
sessions which proved to be very popular with the kids.
The passion shown by the children taking part in these
sessions is clear to see for everyone who is involved
or observes the sessions. We are delighted with the
progress shown by the participants and it has been our
privilege to be able to offer cricketing scholarships to a
host of kids to join our Gappers programme.
We continue to work closely with Hok Shan School
across a host of sports. The Rugby programme has
concluded but Cricket, Netball and Hockey sessions will
be led by our Professional Coaches over the next 2-3
months and we look forward to seeing how the kids are
progressingi wth Cricket and Hockey and also how they
take to Netball for the first time. Our cricket programme
with Quarry Bay School has been a new initiative for
2015 and this has worked very well. Adam Dobb and
Scott McKechnie devised and implemented fantastic
sessions for those who have taken part and it has been
great to see how the kids have embraced the game and
have shown an interest to continue their participation
within our HKCC Junior Cricket programmes.
In addition to the schools and community programmes
with which we are currently working, I have been
delighted to meet with representatives from SAHK (Ap
Lei Chau) in finalizing their visit to HKCC in November
2015 for a Sports Fun Day for their students. We
welcome SAHK to the Club and have accepted their
kind invitation to work with them and their existing
programmes at their Ap Lei Chau Campus. Other leading
International schools within HK are continuing to show
a strong interest in bringing cricket into their existing
sporting programmes. It is fantastic to hear the game
being spoken about in a positive light and to see the
effect that the recent Cricket World Cup has had in
bringing new interest from individuals to the game and
also enhancing people’s passion who currently already
play and follow the sport. We look forward to welcoming
12 leading sports officials from 4 different Provinces
in China in April. The visit to Hong Kong and HKCC will
allow us to introduce cricket to them first hand and
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also showcase the role that cricket plays worldwide in
allowing team sport participation and further proof that
cricket is indeed a Global game.
It is imperative that kids have a chance to participate
across a wide range of sports. Sport is a great way to
bring teamwork and other life skills into play in terms
of developing skills, empathy and understanding of
themselves and others. The sports that we offer the
various schools and community set-ups are sports that
are played worldwide and on a host of different levels
and playing surfaces.
The introduction of the HKCA Dragons team is an
excellent initiative and one that I hope that everyone
fully supports. This squad has a number of HKCC players
selected into the squad and offers them all a fantastic
chance to develop their skill sets and represent Hong
Kong in a host of fixtures both here in Hong Kong and
also overseas.
Good luck to all HKCC Sporting teams who embark
on the final few weeks of their respective sporting
seasons. The 1st XV Rugby team who came up just
short against Valley should be proud of their efforts
this season. In topping the ladder after the regular
season, the team came up against a strong Valley side
who narrowly defeated HKCC in a tightly fought contest
at Kings Park. The 50 Over Premier Cricket League
begins in March with the team are looking to add the
50 over PL title to the 2 day and 20/20 trophies that
have already been won. The Netball semi-finals in April
will see HKCC Demons trying to go one better after a
Grand Final loss to HKFC last season. Hockey have had
a strong season across a host of levels and the last

HKCC ……….linking with the community

few weeks will be important for them at both ends of
the table. Congratulations to Mobin Yau who recently
won the Lawn Bowls Champion of Champions event in
representing HKCC with a great deal of skill and courage.
Tennis and Squash remain competitive across all Grades
and the Professional Coaches continue to provide good
service across their various sporting sections.
Finally, I would to thank the Club in allowing me to take
on the role as Hong Kong Under 16 and Under 19 Cricket
Coach. I am delighted to have been selected for the
role and very much look forward to working with both
squads over the coming weeks and months.
Mark Wright
Sports Development Manager
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CARING ORGANISATION
The Hong Kong Cricket Club is committed to conducting its business in a socially
responsible manner. We strive to meet or exceed Members’ requirements and
expectations, achieve a high standard of safety and protect the health of our
employees.
The Club’s Members and Staff are committed to promoting a healthy lifestyle through
sports to the community, especially to the minority group.
We are delighted to announce that HKCC has been awarded the Caring Organisation
logo in 2015 by The Hong Kong Council of Social Services. The Caring Company
Scheme aims at cultivating good corporate citizenship. It is specifically geared to
building strategic partnerships among businesses and non-profit organizations to
create a more cohesive society.

GREEN ENVIRONMENT
The Hong Kong Cricket Club is also committed to sustainable development by
minimising the impacts of our operations on the environment, while meeting the
economic and social needs of the existing and future generations.
Since 2008, HKCC has achieved the 'Class of Excellence' Award for Green Management
from the HK Productivity Council.
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HKCC Tour to New Zealand –
12th – 22nd February 2015

A

rmed with a strawberry on each arm of our bright red tour shirts, courtesy of our
sponsor StrawberryNET.com (thank you, Rodney!), and emboldened by the virulent
maroon tones of our blazers, it was without much opposition that we achieved our
first goal of the Tour – entry for all, including Plucka, into the Qantas lounge at Chek Lap
Kok. In our checked bags our white shirts sported the biggest strawberry ever to grace a
cricket shirt, but that was a weapon, or rather a target (!), we would save for the green
fields of New Zealand.

Yes, HKCC’s first official tour to the Land of the Long White
Cloud was off to a good start, though despite several warm-up champagnes
and pinots, few of us managed to get any sleep on the plane. Hopes of a few
zzzz’s on the bus after our 7 am arrival at Auckland were promptly dispelled
by our self-appointed tour guide George, who kept us awake on the journey by
explaining at length the significance of a particular tree-less hill, before more
usefully explaining the best place near our motel to get double espressos. His
motive? He was Captain of our first tour fixture that very afternoon – against
the venerable Parnell Cricket Club.
For George’s match report see immediately below, and for our five ensuing
matches please read the idiosyncratic gems penned by the respective captains with occasional assistance from talented ghost-writer, Maximilian!

Match 1
Parnell CC v HKCC at Parnell on
Friday 13th February

A

s the aircraft descended upon the Land of the Long White Cloud,
the HKCC tour of New Zealand lay before us. After checking into
the Aarangi and having a quick breakfast on the beach at Cafe
Kohi, we made our way to the Ground … only to discover it was not
there! Well, it was there in spirit, but so too were several bulldozers,
graders and diggers. Following on from building their indoor Cricket
Centre, Parnell's grounds were undergoing a major redevelopment and
new drainage was being installed. As we stood there, scratching our
heads, Parnell CC stalwart and HKCC Life Absent Member, Scorpion and
Witherer himself, Bryan Haggitt, greeted us, made us a cuppa tea and
showed us to the "Ground out back". Our first thought when we saw
the Ground was "are we on artificial?" Not so, it was New Zealand grass in its purist form. It was a beautiful deck,
green and grassy, which would do a bit for everyone and would be a pleasure to play on.
In the true traditions of touring, Parnell Skipper Nigel Scott asked us what we would like to do. After an 11-hour
flight with no sleep, the answer was easy. If we fielded first, we would all fall asleep during our batting innings, so we
decided to have a bat.
We opened with Bobby and Watko. The ball seamed around dangerously and both openers knuckled down to bring
us through to 71 without loss at drinks after 17 overs. Playing for the opposition was our very own Greg James
(christened "the Ambassador" on a previous tour in light of his diplomatic skills).
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Greg chipped in:
"Georgie mate."
"Yes Greg."
"You haven't got enough mate."
"How many do we need Greg?"
"At least 200 mate."   
Watko finished off his innings with a fine 6 over long on to make 41* off 55 and Bobby followed suit with a 6 in a
similar direction (possibly a bit more cowish, Bobby?), before being trapped for 25 off 46. Giacomo and David Varley
batted beautifully together, Giacomo making 42* off 40 balls and David a typically quick(!) 41* off 29. Greg James was
lurking at long on.
"Georgie!"
"Yes Greg."
"You're gonna need at least 220."
"Thanks Greg."
Cookie then showed everybody how it was done with a magnificent 44* off 19 including 4 straight 6s and another over
mid wicket.
"I think you're gonna need 230 George."
"Thanks Greg"
Max, Brenton and Isaac all then chipped in with cameos, to bring us through to 235/2 off 35 overs. "Is that enough
Greg?"
We had a decent score to defend and from the quality of the Parnell batting it did not take us long to realise that it
was going to be a close game. After a solid opening stand by Nigel Scott (15) and Chris Turner (31), Chappie Chapman
came in and made a quick 41*. Mark Murphy made 33, President Rod Smith 28 and Greg James a solid 38, well
supported at the other end by Mark Smith, who was terrified about the prospect of losing his wicket to either of
nephew Giacomo or niece Marina. When Greg was caught by Cookie on the deep mid-wicket boundary, in strolled
Chappie for another go. A quick single off the last ball of the 34th put him on strike in the 35th. 15 to win off 6 balls
and no wickets in hand. "6 . 6 6" and it was all over with two balls to spare. HKCC done in by the traitorous pair of
HKCC tourists Chappie Chapman and Smitty Smith! An all round solid bowling performance by the Club, with Giacomo
taking two wickets and Royce, Max, Isaac, Brenton, Cookie and George all picking up one each.
A few beers and a sausage sizzle followed and then speeches, when we had the opportunity to thank Parnell President
Rod Smith and Bryan for kindly hosting us on our first game on Tour. We also had the opportunity to thank Ann
Chapman for the delightful lunch, umpires Paul Sylvia and Roger Woolmer, our very own Statto for scoring and Hanna
our tour photographer.
We then adjourned to Craig and Shona James' home for a magnificent BBQ and one or two glasses of pinot!
Thank you Shona and Greg for your generous hospitality.
The HKCC Tour of Aotearoa had got off to a cracking start.
George Lamplough (C)
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"at The Willows, Christchurch"

HKCC TOUR TO NEW ZEALAND
I myself will focus mainly on the tour events of a more extramural nature – except that is for those
for which Plucka himself is best qualified to recount, which he does in his own inimitable way (see
“Plucka Duck goes to New Zealand”). However I would like to note at this very first game that our
very own Greg James, who was playing for Parnell, clearly thought our prominent red centre-chest
strawberry was a target, and early in our innings launched a vicious bouncer at that of our tireless
Tour Organiser, Bob the King. Luckily he just missed, but the sting of the strawberry-coloured bruise on his chest only
went away when assuaged by post-match beers at the club and multiple pinots chez our gracious hosts, Shona and
Greg himself that evening!
A jolting 5.30 am start the next day for the flight to Christchurch saw us all somewhat bedraggled at Auckland airport
check-in, none more so than Max who decided to abuse Junior’s humongous New Balance cricket bag (thanks, Tucks!)
as a bed and Plucka as a pillow in a vain attempt to sleep a little longer. But arrival at a chilly Christchurch and a
howling gale from the North East at the Hagley Oval soon woke us all up as we watched the Kiwis win the opening
match of the World Cup – well almost all of us, since a few had cunningly opted for a hot-spring alternative! Thank you,
Elliot, for picking the coldest seats in the ground – now we know why you got them at such a good price…
A magnificent dinner, generously hosted by Elliot’s mum and dad, a good night’s sleep, and we were off to the
Mandeville Cricket Ground for our second match – vs Canterbury Country CC (see skipper Royce’s report) which, despite
local resident Goldie initially going to the wrong ground, soon got off to a cracking start. Worth noting on the side-lines
was the quiet, unsung dedication of our coach, who after coning us in the warm-ups, eschewed his due day of rest and
spent the afternoon coaching Cammy and Giacomo tirelessly in the nets. Great stuff, Cookie!

Match 2
Canterbury Country CC vs HKCC NZ15 –
Sunday 15th February

T

he HKCC boys rolled onto the Mandeville Cricket
Ground for the second game of the New Zealand
tour. The opposition, Canterbury Country, looked
a lively bunch and were quickly into their warm-up
routine. HKCC were a close second. Coach Cookie
sparingly used all two cones allotted to him and we
were on our way.
With Royce McDonald at the helm, HKCC starting
in winning form at the toss. Roycie invited the Canterbury boys to bat first, trusting whole-heartedly in his demon
bowling attack. Ironically, the only thing missing from what would have been a flawless start was Goldie - our Kiwi
guide and number three bat. He and Plucker eventually turned up - Goldie looking rather sheepish and Plucker visibly
frustrated, and understandably so, considering the morning he'd had.
'Tai-Hang' Buntin (10 overs, 37-2) and skipper Roycie (5 overs, 24-0) took the new pill. Their combined efforts restricted
the hosts and kept scoring to nothing more than a trickle. The initial breakthrough wickets fell frequently, but it was
the spell from Elliot 'the Traitor' Andrews (10 overs, 32-5) that appeared to break the spine of the Canterbury boys
who were reduced to a paltry 92-8. However, Canterbury's Sam Chamberlain (100*) had a lot more fight left in him.
Shepherding the tail, he led his team to a punchy 198 all out. The line had been drawn in the sand and it was HKCC's
turn to bat.
The afternoon session would see poor Plucka passed around more times
than a Catholic chalice at holy communion. Ducks from Bobby 'the King',
Maxie 'the Headband' and Dr Poole saw the HKCC batting effort stagger up
what was not such a steep and perilous slope at the start of the innings.
Elliot 'the traitor' (42) fought back but there wasn't much assistance in
terms of batting partners. With the loss of Elliot and the score on 123-7
the chances of an HKCC victory were getting slimmer.
HKCC gave up the ghost shortly after - 155 all out. A cold lesson learned
on a warm summer's day in Christchurch; ruthlessness!
Royce Macdonald (C)
2015 April The Pinkun
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The next day saw us transported to the magnificent Willows Ground on a glorious, truly long-white-cloud day. A
beautiful club-house with a cricket-bat-banistered verandah, a memorabilia-filled changing room and a towering
scorer’s hut, provided the perfect setting for not only a great day’s cricket (see Elliot’s report) but also, after the game,
for a fitting tribute by George to the late Paul Fox, the original “Grocer” and a stalwart of both HKCC and Willows CC,
whose flags flew at half-mast all day in his honour.

Match 3
HKCC vs The Willows CC –
Monday 16th February

A

blaze of sunshine in all its glory shone upon The Willows
ground as the tour bus arrived at the venue. After some
team bonding at dinner the night before, the squad
was surprisingly sprightly for the day and very much looking
forward to the challenge of this much awaited fixture.
Post lunch, which was very scrumptious indeed, HKCC took
the field on a wicket which looked very green - we were sure it
would have a bit of bite in it. The openers strode out into the
middle. Smith standing at the top of his mark, with a brand
new Kooka … well actually the umpire, instead of providing a new ball, handed me a ball clearly of sustained use. With
much confusion, the first ball was bowled. After that bizarre moment, HKCC found out during the course of the day,
that it was a Willows tradition to bowl the first delivery of any match with that same ball.
HKCC played on and Cookie was deadly, beating the bat consistently, too good for the batsmen as it flew past the
outside edge by at least a foot. He had to be this good, as his partner at the other end was somewhat contrasting.
Going for a few (plenty), to which captain Andrews said "Take a break, save you for the death" (Specialist Death
bowler).
As The Willow openers plodded along at a decent rate, Andrews drew the first wicket with a peach just clipping the
off stump to remove the bail. The innings carried on with a certain competitive edge, until a flurry of wickets from
Giacomo, Brenton and Isaac brought the innings in our favour. But Phil Dixon remained a threat as he pushed singles
around with the odd boundary ticking the scoreboard along until Anton ‘The Wobble’ Buntin produced one of his
many wicket taking balls on tour to remove the dangerous batsman for a well composed 72.
The innings came to a close, as our death bowlers, mention no names, came to the party and cleaned up the tail,
which included George Lamplough (revenge from the last tour I fear) for 191 all out off 39 overs. Afternoon tea was
taken with The Willows sponsor Dilha … and our chase was about to begin.
Watkins and Bob ‘King’ Bettridge strode out onto the pitch with confidence, albeit King on a golden duck from the
previous match and we made a start of sorts. Bettridge, triggered for 5, brought Cameron McAuslan to the crease.
Both Watko and Cameron batted with fluency and the score ticked along nicely until, just at the wrong time, Watko
was also trapped in front.
This brought in the notorious (for his incredibly slow batting) Varley to the middle. But Varley was straight out of the
blocks with quick singles, which kept Cameron on his toes. But, as much as this will frustrate many, Varley did bat
very well with a busy nature showing intent alongside Cameron who
raced to fifty. George brought the best out of Varls against Parnell and
Andrews did the same against The Willows ("it's all about leadership"
- ed). As the game was closing to an end and this partnership
established, the idea of retiring batsman to allow others an opportunity
on this wonderful ground came to mind. But an atypical Varley innings
brought Cameron’s innings to a typical Varley end; run out by Varley.
Chapman then finished the innings with Varley (52* off 61) to complete
a convincing win. Well done lads, the first W on tour!
Elliot Andrews (C)
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Before we leave The Willows, an extra mention is necessary – of our brave Tour Photographer,
Hanna, who, scornful of the dangers a cricket ball could pose (Statto – you did warn her, didn’t
you?), positioned herself on all parts of the ground during the game in order to capture key
moments of our batting and bowling! Thank you, Hanna, for these, and all the great shots you took
on the tour.
And so to Queenstown early the next day – wow what a flight! The approach into this mountain-valley resort, once
an isolated mining town, must rate as one of the most spectacular in the world. After dumping our bags in the motel,
most of us ascended the nearest mountain in the gondola to enjoy not just the view but to indulge in some alternative
training! Bob the King was of course in the vanguard of this expedition, but mysteriously his long-suffering wife, Pip,
had disappeared. He later found out she had already jumped off the mountain hang-gliding – “another event ticked off
the bucket list” she said. Despite 39 years of marriage Bob had no idea this was on her list!
Exhilarated on arrival at the summit, Giacomo wanted to bungee jump, but his mum somehow got wind of this and
forbade him. So he joined the rest of us, a few wimps excepted, in careering down the mountain in luges! Cool runnings
by Anton (remember the Caribbean bob-sleigh team?) rendered him moral if not necessarily physical victor in the
strictly illegal racing that then ensued. Great training, Cookie - and the only cones anywhere near the course were icecream ones! A few beers that evening, the best pepperoni pizza Bob's ever had, a few subsequent bar antics, and so to
bed.
The following morning dawned on a delicious breakfast, for the lucky few awake in time, cooked by George’s wonderful
mum Dorothy, before we made our way to the Queenstown Events Centre and its perfect ODI oval, framed by a
stunning mountain backdrop and plane-spotter-paradise view of the airport next door. A bit of cone-ing and then to
the field for our 4th tour match - against Central Otago (see Watko’s report).

Match 4
HKCC vs Otago Country –
Wednesday 18th February

O

ur first fixture in Queenstown
brought us to the picturesque
Queenstown Events Centre to play
an Otago Country Cricket XI. The ground
shone in all its splendour as the weather,
combined with the spectacular backdrop
of "The Remarkables" mountain range,
provided a special environment in which to
play cricket. After George had organised an
oddly-shaped, but efficient, “Flying Wedge”
group photo on the hill, it was time to hit
the ground.
With HKCC in the field after winning the “toss”, Watkins turned to his preferred opening seamers, Cookie and Giacomo,
on a deck that seemed to be a pretty good cricket wicket; a bit in it for both bat and ball. With a couple of early
breakthroughs, Cookie and Giacomo had them under the pump early. Michael Goldstein, newly minted HKCC clubman,
and organiser of the fixture, was playing back in NZ for his old team. With Mark Knox, they ticked the score over and
put on 40 for the 3rd wicket. They did well to avoid some hostile bowling from Smith in particular (best bouncer ever!)
until a wayward stroke off the bowling of Elliot caused Goldie’s downfall. From that point onwards HKCC looked to
pounce on every opportunity and they did. Varley contributed in the field with two very competent catches; one at
slip off Dr. Poole and one at point, while shouting “you can’t keep him out of the game!” (modesty is a virtue David!).
All of which encouraged fines at the end of the day - that was for sure! Elliot managed to bag a 4-fer from not actually
bowling a decent delivery all day (they all count!) with everyone else chipping in except for Smith, again. A scrappy 143
towards the end from the opposition and the wickets were shared around with Elliot’s 4-fer being the feature. It was a
good performance in the field and with the ball, but certainly there were a few dropped catches and harbour bridges
to be seen. Apparently the carpet was just too flat.
2015 April The Pinkun
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A quick turnaround between innings to maximise drinking time and Giacomo, along with Smith, walked out to the
middle with the intention of making the most of the occasion (well, Smith certainly was!). We got off to a very lucky
start as Smith had a sitter dropped on 1 at point in the second over of the innings. That would have made his tour
with the bat quite memorable, with scores of: 2, 0 and 1. But, you need a bit of luck in this game and both batsmen
made it count as they commenced to dispatch some competent, but
unthreatening bowling all around the ground. With such a small target,
both were retired at 50 as we tried to get a few more players a bat.
Justin “Fines Master” Alexander and George both played well; the
feature being George’s correct batting style and high elbow playing in the
tightest “V” you have ever seen. They took us over the line comfortably
and made sure that HKCC recorded its second win of the tour! It was the
perfect way to end the day and start the night, as we all traipsed over
to Goldie’s house for a sublime New Zealand BBQ, fines session and
copious bottles of Speight’s Gold Medal Ale.
Paul Watkins (C)
To round out the perfect day and our second win of the tour, we then wound our way to Goldie’s house where a
magnificent BBQ was prepared against a back-drop of golden evening-lit mountains. Probably the most hilarious fines
session of the Tour then ensued (Plucka has the details but thank you, fines-master JA, as
throughout the tour, for a great job!) – so much so that it attracted a passing little animal
to join. Our first real Kiwi? Followed around the garden by everyone with a camera, it
posed by every chair for a selfie, but when it refused the beer George finally offered it, we
realised it couldn’t possibly be a Kiwi, but just a friendly, chip-hungry hedgehog - probably
the first un-squashed one most of us had ever seen! The delights of nature!
Rain threatened the next day – a 70% chance, weatherman Cookie pronounced - but luckily he was proved wrong and
back to the same ground we went to face our next opponents, Queenstown CC. But there was something odd – was
Goldie’s hospitality affecting our eye-sight, or were we facing the same team as yesterday wearing different shirts?
Indeed we were, almost without exception – the main exception being Elliot (traitor again!) who had defected to join
Goldie with the opposition. And they were determined for revenge (see Bob’s match report)!

Match 5
Queenstown CC vs HKCC –
Thursday 19th February

A

nother beautiful morning in
Queenstown shone upon us as we
departed for the ground for yet
another time after a splendid evening at
Michael’s house with the barbecue and
flowing drinks all round. With many of the
same players playing for the opposition as
the day before, they were determined to get
one back at us!
Bettridge won the toss and HKCC put
themselves into bat. The order having been reshuffled, giving other blokes an opportunity who may have not had
had any otherwise. Nonetheless, it was a strong line up and Watkins and Varley strode out into the middle looking
to control things from the beginning. A steady start, as no wickets had been lost as a partnership seemed to build,
Watkins fell LBW, and Varley shortly after a fiery 13 from… 30 balls. Two new batsmen and behind the rate we would
have liked, Anton and Junior looked to consolidate. Anton looking as though those lessons were proving worthy,
pushing singles and working the gaps between fielders. After Junior was removed by the traitor (Andrews) it then
introduced the doctor, Isaac, who came out a little nervous with a few tentative shots but soon got into his stride.
Again, a partnership seemed to have arisen with some potential.
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But both batsmen getting themselves out, in similar fashion, brought a new pair to the crease the Macdonalds, father and son. What a great opportunity for them to really cherish this moment
and bat together. Brenton didn't really think so, by running out his old man before we all knew it.
They then proceeded to not speak for at least a day! A few late scurries towards the end from the
Lamplough family and Bob… oh, never mind. Anyhow, 115 was our total to defend and we needed to
bowl with some real fight and accuracy to challenge this contest.
HKCC took the field with a very attacking field because we
needed wickets early. Goldstein and Elliot (Traitors) then took
on the idea of counter attacking and really had the intention
of finishing things off early. Giacomo gave us hope with a
couple of wickets in his spell. As the opposition neared the
subdued target, Anton gave us hope with a few rip snorter
deliveries to remove a couple of batsmen, but with not enough
on the board, Elliot of all people, drove it home and finished
unbeaten on 35, 4 down. Not the best display from HKCC, but
nonetheless, a very good day out in the Queenstown sun.
Bob Bettridge (C)
We had sadly come second that day, but not without more attempts by all to hit the centre-chest strawberry. Eliot
bowled yours truly a potentially lethal bouncer, that would have hit the bull’s-eye had I not ducked, but finally, when
we’d taken the field, Zack’s vicious spin and bounce ripped the ball past the leg stump to hit the hapless keeper (yes, me
again) full on the strawberry. I blame Rodney.
A memorable fines session with the oppo followed on the grass of that superb oval, but after a Speight too many, a
stump race was called for. We won the first with ease, but Queenstown called foul and insisted on a re-match with even
more turns, 12 in fact, around the stump. This time their superior Speight-drinking ability enabled them to claim victory
for the second time that day! Dinner for all at an open-air restaurant down at the Waterfront then provided the perfect
ending to another great day – well almost the end, for Queenstown night-life proved an irresistible draw for many into
the wee hours.
And so back to Auckland for our final fixture against Queen Street CC at the venerable North Shore CC’s oval (see Varls’
report). Now we had landed too late to check in to our motel, and with the clock ticking, we hurriedly donned our
whites by the side of the pitch, to give us sufficient time for pre-match cone-ing – vital today because we had to win in
order to level out our tour tally to 3-3. No pressure, Varls…

Match 6
Queen Street CC vs HKCC Friday 20th February

H

KCC 9/200 off 30 overs defeated Queen
Street Cricket Club all out for 95 off 19.5
overs

The final game of the HKCC tour, and a win was a
must, to square the ledger at 3-3.
A green pitch, lush grass and grey skies greeted us as HKCC went into bat with Chappie and the “Big Show” Elliot opening up.
Chappie looked great before departing for 7, and the Big Show smashed a couple of 4’s before blowing up and chipping
one to cover.
Giacomo got a shooter and was unfortunately plumb LBW having looked great for his 10.
2015 April The Pinkun
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The rains then unloaded and the game was shortened by 5 overs each. Both teams were keen to play on and, with
water seeping under the covers, we bowled from one end.
From there Watko unloaded with drives and cuts, whilst Varls poked and pulled, with both making 50’s.
From there it was Cookie who smashed some 4’s, ably supported by Junior, before he ran out the coach … "But not a
word was spoken, The church bells all were broken.”
Anton and JA finished the innings well as we made 200 – which looked like a winning score.
With Cookie and Giacomo on a basically unplayable wet, seaming pitch, HKCC were well on top with Giacomo taking
3 wickets, and Anton also taking 3. As per normal, the coach went wicketless as none of the batsmen could get willow
on leather.
With blood and Tui flowing through Max’s veins, he somehow rolled out
3 overs for 28 runs (clearly he prefers bowling at the Death), before Disco
BM, Chappie and George finished the job, as HKCC won convincingly by
105 runs.
Thank you to Elliot, Glubby, Bob, Mossie and the Queen Street Cricket
Club for the game. It had been 26 years since they last played together (in
1989) and, just like Taylor Swift’s album of the same name, we hope to see
them playing again soon in HK.
David Varley (C)

After a few beers and sausages at North Shore’s historic clubhouse - thank you both North Shore and Queen Street –
weary but happy, we were then treated to a wonderful relaxed evening of delicious food and wine chez Veronica &
Mark. Just what was needed, and, I think for the first time on tour, not even the most energetic of us had the strength
to venture out later and sample the local night-life.
A free day in Auckland saw most of us embark on a wine and beer-tasting tour (correction - wine and beer-drinking
tour!) on Waiheke Island, though George and Giacomo, having clearly not exerted themselves to the maximum playing
for HKCC, went off and played yet more cricket for Parnell CC!
However we all joined forces later for our end of tour dinner at Mamma Rosa’s Italian restaurant, courtesy of our noble
tour sponsor, StrawberryNET.com. Great food and drink, a tumultuous final fines and mug-off session (Plucka has the
details), washed down with more wine generously donated by our previous evening’s hosts, made for a perfect finale.
Of course, none of this would have been possible without months and months of work behind the scenes. So special
thanks to the indefatigable Bob the King and his assistant Noel, to George and to Elliot too, for master-minding and
managing this amazing tour, as well as to the many others in Hong Kong and New Zealand, both Club Members and
friends, who helped and supported us along the way.
Finally, a fitting coda to our travels was provided as we passed through security the next day at Auckland airport. A
member of staff spotted our strawberries as we stripped off our blazers for screening, and spontaneously declared her
devotion to the “brilliant StrawberryNET.com”! Sadly we had no tour shirts left to give her, but she still promised to
spread the word far and wide in the Land of The Long White Cloud. Thank you again, Rodney – hopefully your generous
sponsorship will be rewarded by more and more Kiwi customers, as well as an ever-fragrant Auckland Customs and
Immigration!
Junior (aka Richard Wallace)
March 2015
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Plucka Duck Goes To New Zealand
y name is Plucka Duck, you know
I’m first out of the door
Whenever HKCC sends its
Cricketers on tour

M

Things got worse when stared down by
A dog across the street
And then at Willows in the deep
The ball went through my feet!

My blazer's ripped, I rarely wash,
I’m trodden on the floor.
Which may explain why sadly I have
Always failed to score

To Disco then quite soon I flew He gave me quite a twirl.
Despite his dancing, still he failed
To land me with a girl.

I live in hope though, and this year
My chances looked sublime Five girls on tour, so “Giacomo
You'd better be on time!”

But Varls was next - was I in luck?
He clutched me ‘neath his waist.
But matching lime-green clothes
Are just abhorrent to my taste

Yes, he it was who'd succoured me
Since last I ran amok
So imagine how I felt when he was late at
Chek Lap Kok!

To Bob the King again I passed
But he’s no pretty miss.
So still no lips to smooth
My ruffled feathers with a kiss

But 8 mins late that Feb the twelfth
Was not enough to tax
The vote for Day One mug,
Which saw me passed with ease to Max!

A broken door by Giacomo
- yes life is never dull Returned me to him ‘cos his dad
Had lost the mug-off scull!

A heavy night and early flight
From Auckland was a killer
Especially when I found myself
Abused as Max’s pillow

A duck from Bob gave cruel relief
For Elliot had struck
That killer blow for Queenstown’s boys
Against our run of luck!

In Christchurch at the ODI
The wind was quite atrocious The South-west wind I mean,
Not something more malodorous.

From Elliot, J.A.’s lies were such
That he would take me next.
So still I had not found a way
To meet the fairer sex.

I warmed up in the Carlton Bar
Before my next embrace
By Goldie, lucky man, who’d a
Relieved look on his face…

But finally the final day
Saw Tia looking hot
Enough at least to ‘see it off’
With one last parting shot

…A restaurant vote it was
That brought this coupling to pass
And not the bank across the road
With famous see-through glass!

I couldn’t quack, I held my breath
My feathers shook like hell.
Surely now the time was ripe
to break my virgin spell.

A duck from Bob the King came next
Thereafter one from Max,
Then one from Zak as well meant
I had no chance to relax.

No, sad to say, her mug-off foe
Young Max was slow to draw.
So in his arms, I traipsed back home I’d failed again to score!

Cast from man to man so fast
I’d still no chance to score.
As Junior’s trouser-less reward
My spirits dropped yet more

Plucka
February 2015
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Photographers:
Hanna Torneus,
Richard Wallace,
Simon Cook.
See also Page 72
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CRICKET

Gappers Season Ends

C

ricket, medallions and Icecream…does it get better
than this!!?? The smiles on
the children’s faces was not just
because of the treats but the icecream, courtesy of our sponsor,
WESTPAC Bank, certainly was a
bonus following the mini matches
and awards presentations on
Saturday 14th March. The Gappers
were all smiles as they sat awaiting
the presentation of a multitude of
certificates (Gappers of the Month).
Our very great thanks go to Marty
Goodacre (standing in for General
Manager, Andrew Whitford) and his
team: Cherie, Michael, Ricky, Winnie
and Tim, for their excellent and much
appreciated support this season.
We congratulate the WESTPAC
Gappers of the Month for February/
March:
Cubs/Pandas: Daniyal Sutton,
Rupert Newsum, Benjamin Stapleton
and Oscar Donaldson
Under 8: Hugo Cardonnel,
M i c h a e l C h a n , C o n o r P e p p e r,
Matthew Miller, Max Shaw,
Basille Mallinson, George Eyre,
Christian Watkins, Finn Emmanuel,
Simon Carmichael and William Rowe.
Under 11 (9 a.m): Dylan Deegan,
Max Fyfe, Rohan Chan,
Shahen Withana, Jamie Deal,
Stanley Knight, Jack Davies,
R y a n Ye u n g , S a m N i c o l l e a n d
Christopher Skrzynski.
Edwards 1: Darcy Goulston,
Sophie Callow
Edwards 2: Jemaira Vestey,
Lauriane Danison.
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Under 11 (10 a.m): Joshua Welsh,
Oliver Lopez, Lucas Brunton,
Robert Skrzynski, Jamie Wernert,
Rayan Engineer, William Hyde,
Brandon Kam, Edward Yeung,
Ethan Chan, Damian Jarrett and
Peter Ballingal.
U n d e r 1 3 : N i c h o l a s B r a d l e y,
Vikramaditya Singh, Henry Fordham,
Ethan Briscoe, Finn Ridley and
Sachin Suresh.
Although that Saturday was the more
formal end of season there was one
final session on 28th March to help
make up for a lost session, due to
bad weather. We are very pleased
that, despite some unavoidable
interruptions to the season, more
than 350 children from U.5-U.13
were able to develop their skills
and enjoy their cricket under the
guidance of our many excellent
coaches and a huge number of
willing parents. Additionally, it has
been wonderful to have seen some
of the Saturday and Sunday senior
league players helping out, some on
a very regular basis, as this allows
the children to be introduced to
another set of fine role models (not
to mention their coaching skills).

A successful programme
The success and popularity of the
Gappers is largely due to the hard
work of Simon Cook (Head Coach)
who has followed years of progress
made by Mark Wright, now the
Club’s Sports Development Manager.
Simon, together with other Club
coaches, particularly Clare Crewdson
and Scott McKechnie, have devoted
an enormous amount of time to the
development of Junior Cricket at
the Club and in Hong Kong through
the Gappers and the U.13 and U.11
league teams that they coordinate
so well. I believe that we have the
right blend of fun, development and
success but we strive to improve
each year in what we can offer.

Many thanks
As always, there are a number of
people and groups without whom
the Gappers would not run. I take
this opportunity to thank:
1. The WESTPAC Bank (through
Andrew Whitford and his team) in
their second year as the sponsor and
for being a very visible and enormous
support to the Gappers’ programme.

CRICKET

2. Head Coach, Simon Cook and
other coaches at the Club, Clare
Crewdson, Nizakat Khan and Scott
McKechnie, who have all had a huge
role in the success of Gappers and of
the Junior League teams.
3. The broader team of other regular
coaches, Skhawat, Zafaran, Tanwir,
Aizaz, Samson, Nigel, Nasir, Ishitaa,
Mary, Matt and David who, along
with a host of other parents and
sporting members, have provided
the wonderful guidance for the
children's development.
4 . PA R E N T S , b o t h re g u l a r a n d
occasional, as work and other
commitments dictate, who have

thrown themselves
forward each week
and without whose
assistance, the
a c t i vi t i e s /ga m e s
and management
of groups would not
work so smoothly
5. To Samson, KK
and the recreation team (and my
wife Riza!) for their administrative
assistance; an enormous help with
email correspondence, functions,
photos and a million details AND to
Joel and the Ground staff for looking
after us so well and preparing a great
surface for us to play on each week!

Although there will be other
opportunities to see many of you
before, we hope to see you all next
season; the Registration Forms will
be available in May with the season
starting in September.
Gary Wines
Gappers Convenor

PART-TIME OFFICE MANAGER
CityKids is a non-profit International Playgroup and Pre-School. We are looking for
an experienced part-time office manager to work 15-20 hours per week during term
time, with extended hours during school holidays. The role requires highly competent
computer and administrative skills, initiative, flexibility and a native level English
speaker. We offer a diverse and friendly working environment. The position is available
from May. Please send your CV and details to: principal@citykidshkppa.org
2015 April The Pinkun
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GOLF

Hole in one…

O

n a cool day in February, we arranged an outing to play the EAST
course at Kau Sai Chau. Short but very tight, it is always a challenge.
For all but one player, the scores reflected this, but for Julie Collins
who, not only amassed 39 points to win the Ladies, she also achieved that
rare feat of a hole in ONE at the 5th. Congratulations to her on what is now
her third hole in one.
The Men’s event finished in a tie with 3 scores all on 30 points. With
countback in operation, the winner was David Collins, followed by Ray
Kennedy and Tim Mann.
Long Drives: Craig Fowler and Linda O’Brien
Nearest Pin: Kym Graham and Julie Collins.
Early leaders in the Order of Merit are Bob Bettridge and Linda O’Brien.
The highlight of the year will be our trip to Melbourne, we already have a big
sign up but willing to take a few more. If you are interested, please let me
know and I can provide full details of all the wonderful courses we will be
playing.

Congratulations to Julie Collins

I have now set up a golf tournament inside the golf simulator. It is an 18 hole
stroke play around St Andrews OLD course. It will run until the end of April.
Prizes will be awarded for the best scores. If you would like to play, please
let me know and I will set you up with a password to access not only this
competition but many more from all over the world.

Calendar for 2015
Wednesday 6th May		
Sat/Sun 16th & 17th May		
Saturday 27th June		
Saturday 25th July		
Saturday 22nd August		
Sat/Sun 17th & 18th October
Friday 20th November		

FANLING
CHINA NANSHA
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
CHINA WEEKEND
KSC North/East (Club Champs)

Matches
Sat/Sun 18th & 19th April

LOTUS HILL (Football Club)

Tours
Fri 25th Sept/Sun 4th October

MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA

Golf Re-gripping Service
Available to all members a club re-gripping service cheaper and more
convenient then other outlets in Hong Kong. From as little as HK$50 per club,
I can re-grip your clubs and return within 24 hours.
For enquiries concerning Golf lessons or forthcoming golf outings, e-mail
golf@hkcc.org or please contact me on 3511-8698 or 9722-2671,
Adrian Waters
26
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Julie Collins and David Collins, ladies' and
men's winners, East Course

HOCKEY

Singapore – Men on Tour

S

o we ventured out from Hong Kong in dribs and drabs, 14 merry men.
We convened in the team pub - thanks Nick Sparrow for organising
that. A good night was had by all, represented by the late arrivals the
following day. Anyway, we played the first game and got despatched by
the opposition who were younger, fitter and had made merry less the night before.
A lesson we still haven't learnt.....hhhmmm, something to take forward. The day
progressed and both teams were playing at the same time. Not great organising
from the geniuses who put it all together. Anyway the games went on and we
managed one win and a few defeats along the way - well done to Nick Sparrow for
scoring the only goal from further than ten feet away......it’s true I was playing at
the time.
Next year we will return and the troops will do better. But we live to fight another
day. An excellent night followed on the Sat night - thanks to all for making it
possible and the rest, as they say, is history. Let’s just say that we owe the SCC and
we should repay them.
Chat conversation end.
Duncan MacKay
“Jonny Drew – As many of you know, Jonny was hit with a ball in a game for the
HKCC Vets team and suffered a serious injury. Everyone in the section wishes him a
speedy recovery and all our best wishes .”

2015 April The Pinkun
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HOCKEY

Singapore Tour

T

he Singapore Hockey Tour was
a special one this year. Not only
were we celebrating Singapore’s
50th Year, with the Saturday night
party theme of ‘red, white and goal’, but
the HKCC ladies also championed their own
safari theme playing kit in honour of Coach
Gen’s forthcoming wedding in South Africa.
With such a large squad, we were able
to enter two teams- the Hyenas and the
Rhinos.
Hyenas, I am reliably informed by
Huckypedia, are known as scavengers
and the pack of HKCC Hyenas set about
scavenging, for the ball and dining on the leftovers of
the other team's mistakes. Their speed and compact size
allowed them to circle the opposition and penetrate their
weakest areas. These hardy beasts possess great intelligence
when packed together and they are skilled hunters in every
game, picking off the weak and helpless opposition and
leaving the pitch in typical hyena laughter at their superior
skills and prowess.
The Rhinos witnessed the destruction that the Hyenas
left in their wake and tried to emulate their fellow beast.
Unfortunately, Rhinos are by nature ‘wallowers’. Out they
marched into the hot Singapore sun but it was all too much
for them and they would soon find themselves a suitable
watering hole and be seen rolling around in the mud to
cool down. However, Rhinos have sharp hearing and a keen
sense of smell and it did not take them long to sniff out a
goal or two and to hear the beautiful sound of the backboard ringing. Rhinos follow one another’s scent and are
natural grazers so as soon as one was found in the beer tent
the others were seen plodding along behind keen to get in
on the off-pitch action.
The Saturday night party was a total transformation from
beast to beauty as the team donned their HKCC cheerleading
outfits and were led by departing team member Carin,
who was re-incarnated as Sue Sylvester from Glee for the
night! At this point the policy of ‘what goes on tour, stays on
tour’ needs to be applied but a quick highlights reel of the
night would look like this….. Fines, food, dancing, drinking,
dancing, singing, full on cheerleader routine dancing,
drinking, pole dancing, singing, dancing, McDonald’s, bed.
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HOCKEY

The day after the night before was just as much fun with
a perfect amount of on and off pitch time. ‘Run faster, try
harder’ were the pearls of wisdom given to each player and
indeed, the teams reached the quarter finals and semi finals
respectively before gracefully bowing out of the competition
and migrating to the club bar for sustenance before the
flight home.
Thank you so very much to all those who helped to arrange
the weekend. From the hotel and tournament organisation,
to the costumes, fines and activities - so many people helped
to make the tour very memorable and indeed, successful.

Did it. Done it. Liked it. Loved it.
Going to do it all again next year!

2015 April The Pinkun
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THE SPORTS SHOP
Get into the swim of things…

Swimwear and Accessories for all
Multi-Sport Swimming Programme 2015:
Group Swimming – Parent & Baby – Private Lessons –
Adult Master – Adult Stroke Clinics
For Information on all these Courses –
please contact Swimming Coach, Chris Funnell
Multi Sports 2540-1257 admin@multi-sport.com.hk or HKCC Sports Desk 3511-8698
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LAWN BOWLS

C

ongratulations to Sporting Member Mobin YAU
on winning the HKLBA Champion of Champions
Trophy 2015.

Mobin, as the Club Singles champion, was automatically
entered into the National event which pits all the Club
Singles Champions against each other in two days
of intense competition over consecutive weekends
in February and March. He needed to dominate in 6
matches to reach the Final when he outplayed Derek
Wylie from the Football Club in convincing fashion.
The first time an HKCC Member has ever lifted this
coveted trophy. Well done indeed! - Glyn Davies

M

idway through the Triples League season,
both the Men's A and B Teams seemed
poised for greater glories. Unfortunately, the
reality that the remaining games were all to be played
away meant that it would be an uphill struggle. For the
A's, they were "in it, to win it" right up to the final two
games but, despite some valiant efforts by some, they
were unable to secure the much needed away points to
gain promotion. The B's were looking very comfortable
midway through the season, but a very close loss at
Victoria Park suddenly saw them sitting precariously
above the relegation zone and needing points in
their last few games, which they managed, securing
a respectable mid-table position and their Division
6 status. Many thanks to the selection committee
and captains for their efforts and to all those who
contributed and participated during the season, whilst
others sunned themselves elsewhere for ridiculously
long periods. All in all, not a bad effort.

With only a few weeks to go to the start of the Premier
League, Bengey would like us to take this opportunity
to announce that training has OFFICIALLY started!
With many players due to come out of hibernation
and players of old being seen buying a new tube of
grippo, we look forward to the season with great
anticipation. Maintaining the A Team’s newly acquired
Division 2 status will be crucial, but with an increasingly
competitive and stronger squad compared with recent
years, the B Team will also be pushing for promotion.
Members are always welcome to come and have a
friendly roll up. Lawn Bowls remains one of the few
sports where alcohol consumption is not only permitted,
but is actively encouraged for some to improve
performance during play.

On reflection, some notable performances deserve
a mention. Damian aka 'Dodo', rose from the ashes
as a regular No. 2 for the As to assume the skip’s role
in the Bs, won 5 out of 6 games and will forever be
known as the 'Golden Phoenix' in the B Team. Mark
"Mr Stay Puft" Taylor came very close to achieving an
entry into the Guinness Book of Records for the highest
number of burnt ends in one game. In recognition of
his ability to remain calm and collected in the face of all
sorts of adversity, the committee has decided that his
straightjacket can now be returned to the medical staff.
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NETBALL

News from Convenor, Krystle Edwards
Senior Results:
We’ve reached the
business end of the
2014/15 Senior league
and what an emotional
roller coaster for some
of the teams this year!
We always expected that
this would be a transition
period with Robin joining
part way through, but it’s
been great to see the teams pull together in the second
half of the draw. At the time of writing, results stand:

Summer Programmes:
The Junior Netball Programme site:
www.hkccnetball.org

Division 1: Demons 3rd, Devils 8th, Phoenix 9th

This year we will also be trialing specialist sessions for
seniors during the off season,

Division 2: Dragons 6th

4th May – 26th June:

Division 3: Crickets 7th, Optimists 9th

Monday 7.30pm – 8.30pm: Mid-Court

Division 5: Fielders in 6th with a wet weather match to
play. Results will decide if they can secure a place in the
Semis

Wednesday 7.30pm – 8.30pm: Shooters

Through to Semis:
Division 1: Demons play Valley Panthers for a spot in
the Cup Final
Division 2: Dragons play Giants, winner going through
to the Plate Final
Save the dates:
Monday 13th April: Division 1, 2, 3 & 4 Semi Finals –
HKFC & SYSMP
Monday 20th April: Division 4, 5 & 7 Semi Finals – HKFC
& SYSMP
Saturday April 25th: Grand Final Day - HKFC
Five Cricket Club athletes have been selected for the
U14 Academy Squad:
A. Leven, C. Ridley, P. Winstanley, Z. Wong, A. Martin

Junior Results:
At the time of writing the 2015
Spring Competition has been
running for 3 weeks with some
excellent performances from
our Juniors. Every team has at
least one win on the board with
Thunderbirds (U19s Div 1) and
Swifts (U19s Div 4) with two
wins. Congratulations girls!
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Parents: Please be reminded about the example you
are setting your daughters at the games. The umpires
and coaches are volunteers who are doing their best. If
you feel passionate and would like to contribute to the
section as a Coach or Umpire, then we’d love to hear
from you as we are always looking for more volunteers.
Reminder: Sunday 19th April: Junior Spring League
Finals

The Pinkun April 2015

Wednesday 8.30pm – 9.30pm: Defenders
Thursday 6.30pm – 7.30pm: U19’s
Please sign up via the website.

Old Uniforms:
Please keep your old uniforms as we will collect
them and donate to those netball lovers who are less
fortunate than us in developing countries in Asia and
Africa. Details to follow soon.

HKCC SPORTS FUN DAY
We know Netball is the most talented section, so
let's prove it at the HKCC Annual Sports Fun Day.
Date: 25 May 2015
Time: 2.00pm-6.30pm, followed by a BBQ on the
lawn for all competitors and families
Sign up on the HKCC netball website.
Any questions please contact: Leith Stewart,
leithstewart04@gmail.com

ALL PLAYERS WELCOME

NETBALL

Meet The…
* Name: Erin Winstanley
Age: 14
Playing position: WD, GD
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): WA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: this is my first year
playing with Fielders but I have been playing with the Club since
I was around 10
Favourite meal at the Club is…….. nasi goreng
The part of netball training I enjoy the most….. is the games at
the end when we get to practise as a team.
I spend my weekends……. studying and with my friends
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *a

* Name: Georgina Jarrett

...HKCC Young Fielders
* Multi choice Question:
a Warming up 20-30 minutes before a game
b Dashing onto the court in a mad rush after being stuck in traffic
c

Doing a few token stretches

* Name: Aparna Nair
Age: 14
Playing position: WD,WA,C
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GA!
Years in this team and playing with the Club:
first year in the ladies team, over 5 years with the Club playing
with Junior Netball team
Highlight of the season so far… was when we played against a
really rough and strong team but, in the end, we won!
Favourite meal at the Cub is…. pad thai and lime soda or the kids’
cheeseburger!
The part of netball training I enjoy the most: the fitness session
and game time
I spend my weekends…. playing Junior Netball League, Playing
Tennis (School Team), doing homework
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *a

* Name: Emily Harber
Age: 15
Playing position: GA/GS
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: second year with
Club and for Thunderbirds but first for Fielders
Highlight of the season so far was… winning Junior League,
entering Ladies League.
Favourite meal at the Club is…. chicken curry, burger or pasta
carbonara
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. match play
I spend my weekends… with friends and homework
I’m most commonly seen before a match either –
*a most of the time.

Age: 14
Playing position: Wing/Goal Defence
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): Centre – I’d like to be
good at it but I wouldn’t “rather” play it.
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 4
Highlight of the season so far….. was winning against an adult
team.
Favourite meal at the Club is…… cheese pizza and chips
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is ……. the games
I spend my weekends……. playing netball and whatever else I
fancy doing.
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *a and c, first a
and then c

* Name: Harriet Adams
Age: 15
Playing position: WA
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): WA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 2 years with this
team and 6 years with the Club!
Favourite meal at the Club is…. stir fry chicken noodles
The part of Netball training I enjoy the most is…. playing matches
against each other!
I spend my weekends… doing homework and spending time with
my friends
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *a or c

* Name: Kylie Chow
Age: 14
Playing position: WA,GA
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): WA GA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: first year in this
team, second year with the Club
Highlight of the season so far: lots of opportunity to play on
court, even though we have 14 people in our team
Favourite meal at the Club: NA
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…… having shooting
exercises beforehand, which allow me to improve on my
shooting techniques and have structure on how to run in the
semicircle
I spend my weekends: Junior League Netball…… studying
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c
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NETBALL
* Name: Lisa Regan
Age: 14
Playing position: WA and C
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): C
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 3 years playing for
the Club, 1st year playing with this team
Highlight of the season so far was… winning the first game of the
season against ESF Wildcats
Favourite meal at the Club is…. carbonara pasta
The part of Netball training I enjoy the most is…. ball skills and
game time
I spend my weekends… mostly doing homework/studying or
playing netball and doing other sports to keep fit
I’m most commonly seen before a match either.... *c

Meet The…

* Name: Naomi Crawford
Age: 14
Playing position: C, GD, WD
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): I’m quite happy with
my positions
Years in this team and playing with the Club: since the summer in
this team; 4 years with the Club
Highlight of the season so far was… winning several games
Favourite meal at the Club is…. phad thai with chicken
The part of Netball training I enjoy the most is…. the practice
games
I spend my weekends….. with my friends, doing homework
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c

* Name: Sonia Shah
Age: 14
Playing position: GA, GS
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 4 years playing with
the Club (first season playing in women's team)
Highlight of the season so far was… supporting each other
when we lost our first game and realizing that the whole point
of playing as a team is so we can support each other and win
together
Favourite meal at the Club is…. dinner
The part of netball training i enjoy the most is... game play
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *a

* Name: Vedika Vishweshwar
Age: 14
Playing position: GD
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): WA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: I’ve played with the
Club for 4 years but I’ve only joined this team this year.
Highlight of the season so far was… the second match when we
beat the Aussie Geckos
Favourite meal at the Club is…. butter chicken
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. the quirky warmups
I spend my weekends… bracing myself for the next fitness session
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c

* Name: Vicky Regan
Age: 15
Playing position: usually defensive (WD) or sometimes centre
court
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GD
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 1 year with this
team, 3 years with the Club
Favourite meal at the Club is…. healthy breakfast!!!
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. Fitness
I spend my weekends… usually studying, exercising and cooking
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *b
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...HKCC Optimists
* Multi choice Question:
a Warming up 20-30 minutes before a game
b Dashing onto the court in a mad rush after being stuck in traffic
c

Doing a few token stretches

* Name: Leesa Youl
Age: At least three times the age of the youngest player
permitted in the league
Playing position: GD and sometimes Centre when the person
who is really good at it isn’t available
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): Shooter
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 3 years in Optimists,
10 years with the Club.
Highlight of the season so far was… During Occupy Central,
making it to Football Club in 23 minutes from ICC Kowloon in
time for the first quarter when I realised that we weren’t playing
at Western as I had mistakenly thought (and despite clear
communication from the team captain)
Favourite meal at the Club is…. eggs benedict
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. that other
people are doing it
I spend my weekends… either running in the hills of HK or with
my beautiful children, Georgia and Zach and wonderful husband,
Brian (none of whom are keen on running).
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – definitely b. I
would add, having just changed (discreetly) into full netball kit
from work attire in the back of a taxi.

*Name: Lucy Chiu
Age: 40
Playing position: Goal Keeper or Defence
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GD!
Years in this team and playing with the Club: This is my first year
back with Optimists and HKCC after 2 years in Bangkok. Prior to
living in Bangkok, I think I did two years with Optimists and 4
years with Crickets since joining HKCC in 2004.
Highlight of the season so far was… doing so well at the Christmas
party challenges, especially winning the charades/pictionary for
the team.
Favourite meal at the Club is…. my new found favourite is piri piri
chicken from Spinners
The part of Netball Training I enjoy the most is…. the fact my
Wednesday evenings are free

NETBALL
I spend my weekends… at morning activities for my 3 boys
on Saturday and Sunday, including gymnastics for me. The
afternoons are usually busy keeping the boys entertained and
then Saturday night is our time out!
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c – that’s me

* Name: Heidi Welsh
Age: old!!
Playing position: Centre
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): Centre!!
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 17 yrs with kids’
break 5 years
Highlight of the season so far was… winning team for the
Christmas party quiz
I spend my weekends… running around taking kids to their
sporting activities
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c

* Name: Maryann Chan
Age: 43
Playing position: WA GA GS
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): CEO
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 4 years? 11 years…
Favourite meal at the Club is…. from the Willow Room
I spend my weekends… cooking and taking kids to their games/
activities
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c

* Name: Katrina Connelly
Age: in the over 40 camp
Playing position: GK
Position I’d rather play (and be good at !): None, as dislike
running
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 3
Highlight of the season so far was…. winning the odd game
Favourite meal at the Club is…. chicken makhanwala
The part of Netball Training I enjoy the most is… don’t train
I spend my weekends…. travelling
I’m most commonly seen before a match either - *c - chatting
about the weekecd

* Name: Tracey Jane O'Malley
Age: 42
Playing position: GA/GS
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GA/GS
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 7yrs with the Club
and 3yrs with Optimists
Highlight of the season so far was… Christmas Party!
Favourite meal at the Club is…. Chinese takeaway - chilli beef
The part of Netball training I enjoy the most is…. not training!
I spend my weekends… watching the kids play sport and getting
out and about with friends.
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *c - half hearted
warm-up!

* Name: Sarah Chillington
* Name: Julie Lau
Age: oldest in the HKCC netball section
Playing position: WD
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): happy to have a
position
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 2 years with
Optimists. Total 7yrs playing with HKCC from 2000-2002, 20102015
Highlight of the season so far was: socials
Favourite meal at the Club is…. chicken makanwala and plain
naan
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. not training,
though I do miss Amin's gruelling workout on Saturday morning
I spend my weekends… relaxing in Sai Kung....NOT. Rushing
around HK ferrying my 3 kids between soccer comp, netball
comp and birthday parties.
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *mainly b and c

* Name: Jo Tsui
Age: 38
Playing position: WA/WD
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): C if I was fitter!
Years in this team and playing with the Club: second season in
Optimists and 6th season for HKCC.
Highlight of the season so far was… Barcode costume at the
Christmas party... So comfy!!!
Favourite meal at the Club is…. any curry.
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. that we don't
train!
I spend my weekends… with my hubby & kids
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – definitely c!

Age: The right side of 40!
Playing position: GD/GK
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GD/GK – quite like
playing there but I’d rather be good at it!!
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 3rd or 4th year with
Optimists and probably 14th year with the Club.
Highlight of the season so far was… having a laugh at the
Christmas do - we are good at socials!!
Favourite meal at the Club is…. eggs benedict on a Saturday after
lamely trying to keep up with the true Bootcampers.
The part of Netball training I enjoy the most is…. well, ..... not
being there?! Officially, fairly untrainable now. The mind might
be willing but the body can’t quite get there!
I spend my weekends… at various sporting fixtures with the kids.
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *b or c.

* Name: Fiona Pratt
Age: youngest on the team
Playing position: WA/WD/C
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): would quite like to play
GA but slightly too short!
Years in this team and playing with the Club: coming up 7 years in
the Club and 3 years in the Optimists
Highlight of the season so far was… Winning the Christmas Quiz
Favourite meal at the Club is…. duck in the Chinese restaurant
I spend my weekends… running around with the family, catching
up with friends.
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – *definitely c !
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* Name: Anna Trunkfield
Age: 36 (37 21st March )
Playing position: GA/GS (GK if they are desperate)
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 1st year with
Optimists - 7th year with the Club
Highlight of the season so far was… dressing up as a barcode of
course
Favourite meal at the Club is…. pad thai chicken
The part of netball training I enjoy the most is…. fitness
I spend my weekends… running up hills (Saturday bootcamp) and
playing with my kids
I’m most commonly seen before a match either –
b and sometimes c

* Name: Denise Callow
Age: 42
Team name: Optimists
Playing position: GS mainly, GA at a pinch, if desperate
Position I’d rather play (and be good at!): GA
Years in this team and playing with the Club: 8th as an Optimist,
14 years playing

Highlight of the season so far was… can’t limit it to just one winning the Barefoot Bowls comp, winning the Christmas Party
Quiz, winning the Hoop-off, those fabulous Barcode onesies.
And we’ve won a couple of games here and there too
Favourite meal at the Club is…. where do I start? eggs benedict
for breakfast; healthy salad poolside for lunch then Long
Room or Willow Room for dinner. 3 meals in one day is easily
manageable…..
The part of Netball training I enjoy the most is…. The fact that it
doesn’t apply to us – although there is an Optimists contingent
keeping Amin busy (he would probably say challenged) at
various Bootcamps throughout the week
I spend my weekends… at the Club (of course) with the family,
starting with Bootcamp, enjoying the breakfast debrief
afterwards, then seeing where the day goes (back to my point
about 3 meals in one day…)
I’m most commonly seen before a match either – usually c, while
constantly checking the phone to see if the Pok Posse are on
their way (they often travel in a pack – without them, we are
rather stuck)

SAVE THE DATE

HKCC NETBALL GRAND FINAL NIGHT
& END OF SEASON SOCIAL
25TH APRIL | HKCC POOL AREA

CLUB COLOURS THEME
MORE DETAILS & TICKET PRICES TO
FOLLOW SHORTLY
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Junior Netball
Kites

Phoenix

Kites is the team to look out for in the future! It is the
new team in the HKCC's U13s Division 2 that was put
together by head coach Robin which consists of amazing
players formed from the Club's existing teams and new
players. What makes this a marvellous team is the fact
that it is well-balanced. This mix bag of talent is bursting
with potential, confidence and energy.

Phoenix U13s Division 1 has had a mixed bag of results
for their start of the spring season. There have been
some losses against strong opponents and a nail-biting
close win which currently puts Phoenix in third place.
An additional player - Sophie Hughes (brilliant defender)
- made to the team is proving a huge confidence boost
and together with the team's unwavering determination
and spirit, the odds are stacking up in their favour.
Strong arch rivals dominate but Phoenix's will not go
without a fierce fight and look forward to finish this
season with a better result.

Parents who have seen the Kites in action during training
and at the games would agree the girls have developed
their skills and game in leaps and bounds. Their
passion, commitment and sportsmanship have not gone
unnoticed and it has been an absolute pleasure from the
beginning to watch these wonderful girls in action. Keep
up the good work team!
The U13s Kites train together with Phoenix on
Wednesdays under the coaching of Robin and Cordelia
and is a force to be reckoned with, so watch out!

The team would like to thank coaches Robin and
Cordelia for their tireless efforts in developing the team
and unlocking player potential. The girls love every
aspect of their training and games. Their passion and
enthusiasm is spilling over to "off court" such as on
social events and Beach 5s mini netball where the girls
have developed a bonding.

Kites team players
Back L-R: Sula Hedley, Emily Norris, Camilla Fitzgerald,
Sofia Morin, Eilidh McCoig, Clara Lo
Front L-R: Daisy Dyer, Sophia Grandolfo, Teea Wang, Jaimie Leung

Phoenix team players
Back L-R: Michaela Desideri-Zigante, Sofie Gowran,
Charlotte Ridley, Jessica Barbour
Front L-R: Jemima Bland, Sacha Osborne, Petra Deacon,
Zenia Wong, Elizabeth Holloway, Stacey Wong

Kites and Phoenix
in training

Phoenix girls welcoming
Sophie Hughes

Kites in action

Go Phoenix!!
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RUGBY

Country of Origin 2015
Reid rolls back the years, New Zealand party as Scotland edged out in final,
Ireland players show off the size of the diaspora and South African team
parties like 1999.

I

n my younger days, I remember that this tournament
used to kick off at around 9 a.m. on a Sunday down
at Aberdeen Stadium. A mismatched group of about
twenty five post-night out, unloved single men would
basically divide themselves up for the first hour and a
half and fulfill every fixture for every team until enough
players for each team wandered in. The exceptions
were always the New Zealand team who would turn
up with fifteen or so highly tuned professional athletes
and a couple of boys straight from Auckland via a night
out in Hong Kong and promptly wipe the floor with the
opposition.
Things have moved on with Kings Park providing two
adjacent pitches and allowing for a very sociable noon start
to the tournament. However, not everything changes and
the only position worse than that of a manager with no
team at 11-55 a.m. is that of the Cricket Club tournament
organizer wondering what he has done to deserve this.
However, Celtic brotherhood, forged alliances, South
Pacific friends and last minute taxi arrivals allowed the
tournament to start with a bang for Wales, as England
were put to the sword while China
pushed New Zealand very close to
only go down 12-7. It did appear from
watching China that no-one had told
them of the requirement to party the
night before or, indeed, if you were
South African, from the moment that
you arrived at the ground straight from
an evening out.

it was looking like history
was wrong but then up
stepped a giant of a man
(at least compared with
all the young local kids
that made up his team,
including two girls) as
Vern Reid, Chief Executive
of the Hong Kong Rugby
Union, ex of the Western
Force, pulled on the boots
for the first time in nine years. His time with the Western
Force would have prepared him well for the string of
defeats that Australia suffered but credit is due to Vern
and all the volunteers who fulfilled these fixtures. Words
may be had with one “Mammouth” who was listed as the
Australian manager but what can you do to a man whose
ancestors have already been deported? Perhaps sending
him back to England and David Cameron would be a
suitable punishment.
In complete contrast to the Green and Gold, the
singularly green boys of Ireland turned up with a squad
that compared with the population of a small Pacific
nation and they were clearly there to enjoy themselves.
A few years ago, Ireland, reinforced with some Gaelic
Football lads, had made two really good attempts to turn
over the Kiwi juggernaut and only fell short in two tight
and tense finals. This year, they reverted to “a game for
all” and could be seen having fun all day and only lost a

There was a great atmosphere amongst the players and
supporters but one question hung in the air; “Had Captain
Cook erred? Was there really an Australia?” On Saturday,
2015 April The Pinkun
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tight Bowl final to South Africa 29 –
12. The South Africans did well to
hold off the hordes of Eire as they
were nowhere near as numerous and
were equally if not more committed
to enjoying themselves, aided by a
little liquid stimulation, all day. As an
observer, I have to say that I did miss

Moses Bailey who, for the last couple
of years has played, drunk and been
merry on behalf of his country. With
Moses in the national squad, there
should at least be some entertaining
anecdotes to come.
Similarly entertaining were the
F re n c h w h o a l ways t u r n u p to
party at this event. Even with their
talented squad, boosted by veteran
Samoans Semiquaver Iafeta and
Mark Fatialofa, both great lovers of
good Burgundy and warm croissants,
the highlight of their day on the
pitch was the spirited singing of La
Marseillaise before their opening tie
against Scotland. However, as always,
the French showed how to put on a
show.
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In the Shield final, Hong Kong beat
a “rest of the world” team that was
put together from the defeated ranks
of countries that had exited and
capped a great day for the lads that
Martin Kibble always inspires both
on and off the pitch. In the Plate,
China took the field as favourites, in
some eyes, to beat a
very good Welsh team
which featured Gai
Wu player, Tomassi,
the player of the
tournament in many
eyes. His footwork and
speed were awesome
and despite great
Chinese fitness and
exertion, Wales ran
out worthy winners by
26-5.
Unfortunately, Tomassi who had
only discovered his dual Scottish and
Welsh nationality earlier in the day,
was injured in the Plate final and not
available for Scotland’s first Cup final
in the Country of Origin for twenty

one years. As the final loomed, the
Scottish management team of Kelly,
Moussa and Bruce were still deciding
whether the victories of 24-0 in
Thursday’s St Andrew vs St George
fixture and the pool victory on the
day of 45-7 would be a sufficient
margin for an aggregate victory
over England after Twickenham that
evening. They were not confident.
However, they were sure that Pale
Tauti’s New Zealand were there for

the taking and they appeared to be
correct, as Scotland raced into a 14-0
lead with two great tries. England
and South Africa had in recent years
finally broken the domination and
the unthinkable looked
likely - Scotland were going
to win.
Of course, those familiar
with the sporting psyche
and history of both nations
probably knew what was
coming. Champagne rugby
turned to Lambrusco as the
previously excellent Jamie
Lauder threw an intercept,
the Kiwis sprung to life
and suddenly it was 26-

RUGBY
14. A late try from Scotland pulled
it back to 26-21 but it was too little
too late. At the end of the day there
was great fun with players from all
teams partying on and exchanging
tales of what might have been.
The organizers should be proud of
another great day’s fun rugby for
everyone. The only thing missing
were non-playing spectators and
perhaps a little more involvement
from business chambers and national

Cup winners

New Zealand

Bowl winners

South Africa

Plate winners

Wales

societies in publicizing the event
would be a good idea for next year
when Australia may even have been
rediscovered.
Congratulations HKCC in keeping this tournament
going for twenty one years when other clubs have
let their own tournaments disappear.
See you next year.
John The Bruce

Ladies Cup winners

Hong Kong

pictures by Ike Li
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Reminders from the Convenor
Important Dates For Your Diary:

A

s I write this note, our Ladies Division 2 are
preparing for their finals match at the Hong Kong
Squash Centre on 17th March. Congratulations
to the whole squad for getting there! Also our Division 1
Men’s team have reached the play-offs on 9th April, also
at the Squash Centre.
With the season coming to a close in the next month
or so, I would like you to make note of these important
dates:

The Summer Leagues will start on 12th May and run for
6 weeks culminating in a last night BBQ on 16th June.
Watch out for the different themes each Tuesday evening.
The Club Championships will take place on 19-21st June.
The format will be announced shortly and run by Francois,
as usual.
See you around the courts.
Steve Ellis

On 9th May, we will be taking part in a match against
the LRC/American Club/RHYC combination. Venue is to
be decided but we will be asking for player participation
very soon.

Tips from our Head Coach, Dick Lau

A

lot of people want to
get fitter for Squash,
but don't know what
is the best and easiest way.
So, I want to share some of
my experience with you all
about how to move faster,
stronger and last longer on
the squash court.

#1 If you want to improve
your speed on the squash court and the best way is to
do more "Ghosting", which means footwork. I think
moving fast on the squash court means how well you
can cover the court by not only moving fast but with a
smooth and “save energy” footwork. When I want to
train my court movement, I always focus on the way I
move back to the centre of the court, which is the "T" not only the movement but getting the ball.
#2 When I am "Ghosting", I always start with slow
speed but with the right footwork, rather than fast but
without control.
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#3 Suggested training programme:
45 second ON -- 45 second OFF X 5 sets
60 second ON -- 60 second OFF X 5 sets
Try to do that every time after your training or match
– it will only take you 10mins. You will see an amazing
improvement if you can keep it up for 4 weeks.
Thank you for reading and I hope you can get fitter on
the squash court.
Let's Squash!!

SQUASH

Ladies’ Report: HK Squash League, Ladies Division 2

W

e ended the season early this year as there was a grand total
of four teams in our League, meaning both HKCC Ladies
teams in Div. 2 had a good chance of winning the League
but also a guarantee of a berth in the end of season “playoffs” for a
second chance of winning in the Final Series to determine the ultimate
League winners.
Hearty Congratulations to our ladies in HKCC Ladies team B players;
Harriet Ho, Melody Yip, Kitty Li, Tiffany Lai, Tiffany Zhang, Melissa
Adams and Tanya Advani and to team Convenor, Andrew Ho, as not
only did they win the league this year, but, as this goes to print, are
poised to win the playoffs in the finals against Hong Kong Football Club.
Our HKCC Ladies team A: Emma Pike, Linda O’Brien, Linda Gillett, Judy
Lee, Jo Piasecki, Helen Cheung and myself, had a fabulous season
with some competitive matches, great après squash and wonderful
camaraderie. Placing 4th in the League and 3rd in the Playoffs did
nothing to dampen our team spirit.
HKCC Ladies Div 3 team still have a few
matches to play so we have this report to look
forward to in the next issue of The Pinkun.
We are keen to expand our Ladies teams and
are always looking for more players. Please
contact me if you are interested or leave your
name and contact number at the Reception.
Ellie Sackett
Ladies Captain
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News
HKTA LEAGUE NEWS
HKTA Veterans & Mixed League Results: March 2015
The HKTA Veterans and Mixed Evening Leagues concluded last month. Final results as of March 13 are as follows:
- Mixed Doubles Division I
- Combined 80+ Men Group A:
- Combined 80+ Men Group B:
- Combined 80+ Women

3 win 6 losses (6th position)
8 wins 0 losses (1st position)
2 wins 4 losses (6th position)
6 win 4 losses (4th position)

Special mention to the Combined 80+ Men’s Group A team for winning Veterans League for a 2nd year in a row and
for remaining undefeated once again this year. Let’s hope the team can make it a 3peat in 2016.

HKTA Summer Evening League commences in April 2015:
We have a total of 8 teams participating in the upcoming HKTA Summer Evening League this year.
Teams will be competing in the following divisions:
Mens A+
Ladies A+

Mens A
Ladies A

Mens B
Ladies C

Mens D

Mens E

Hopefully, we will be bringing some silverware back to the Club this summer!!
Match results will be posted shortly.

LWTL League News
There has been mixed results for our three Ladies teams competing in the 2015 HK Ladies Spring Tennis League. Despite
a lengthy injury list affecting all teams at various times this season, they have remained competitive and are looking to
finish on a strong note with only 4 weeks remaining. Results as of 13th March are as follows:
- Div 1:
- Div 3:
- Div 5:

1 win 6 losses
1 win 1 loss 2 draws
0 wins 6 losses

(10th position with 3 matches remaining)
(5th position with 4 matches remaining)
(10th position with 3 matches remaining)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Parent/Child or Adult/Junior Social
Tennis Tournament

A

dults must partner up with Juniors
in this competitive, but fun Social
Tournament. All ages and standards
are welcome, and for those adults who
don’t have a junior handy, let Jason know
and he will arrange to “loan” you one for
the afternoon. It’s a nice event to play in,
and a great way to support the Juniors.
Application forms are now available at the
Sports Desk.

Date:
Time:
Where:
Cost:
Entries Close:

Saturday 18th April, 2015
2.00pm-6.00pm
Sports Annexe Courts
$215
(including refreshments)
6pm Wednesday
15th April, 2015

JUNIOR NEWS
Junior Tennis Programme - Term 2, 2015
Term 2 of the 2015 Junior Tennis Programme will commence on Monday
13th April and spots are filling up quickly. If you would like your child to
learn the game of Tennis and improve their skills in a focused, but fun
environment, be sure to sign them up for lessons after school or on
the weekends this term. Please check the Club noticeboards for further
details, email Jason at jasonlijewski@hkcc.org or collect an application
form at Sports Desk.

Junior Player of the Month
This special Award is presented at the end
of each month to a Junior Tennis player
who has excelled on the court during that
month. Ability, commitment, sportsmanship,
dedication and motivation are some of
the main criteria used when determining
the Player of the Month. The HKCC Tennis
Professionals collectively vote on the
recipient of this Award each month.
We would like to congratulate Kurtis Wong on receiving the HKCC
Junior Player of the Month Award for March 2015.
Well done Kurtis.
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Junior League News
Inter-Club Junior Satellite League 2015 Season 1
HKCC has two teams taking part in the Junior Satellite League series and matches commenced on Friday 6th March.
The season will run for approx 12 weeks against other clubs on the Island. Matches are held at HK Parkview every
Friday evening. Good luck to all players and match results will be posted shortly.

HKCC BLUE TEAM
Dhruv Sodhi, Luke Crawford, Cooper Swan, Ben Swan, Louis Hawkes, Nimisha Deva, Edsard Grisel,

HKCC RED TEAM
Oliver Chan, Claire Grisel, Max Gillman, Lily Brewster, Bailey Kang, Aidan Soo, Tej Sheopuri

HKCC Junior Championships
14th & 15th March
HKCC’s Premier Junior Championship events were
completed last month with over 25 Juniors competing
in 4 different age groups. These events included the 8 &
under Singles, 10 & Under Doubles, 12 & Under Singles
and 14 & Under Doubles. Some great Tennis was played
over the weekend with excellent sportsmanship on
display. Many thanks to all the players and parents for
supporting the event this year and I look forward to
increased participation in 2016.

8 & Under Singles
Only a small field of 3 players, but excitement was high
when the youngest brigade took to the court in a modified
singles event. After playing each other twice in singles
combat, it was Aidan Chen who emerged undefeated
with 4 wins as this year’s champion, with Aanya Gupta
our runner up with 2 wins.
Special mention to Kurtis Wong
who at 6yrs of age is confident
the title will be his next year!!
Winner: Aidan Chen
Runner Up: Aanya Gupta

10 & Under Doubles
5 pairs took to the court for what proved to be a very
high spirited, competitive event. Following the new
exhibition Fast 4 format, it was first time pairing of Lucas
Rummun and Sebastian Chan who emerged victorious
on a Head to Head countback with 3 wins and 1 loss over
James Wright and Jasper Lau, who also won 3 and lost
1 during the course of the afternoon.
Special mention to Petrina Ong and
Chloe Davies who tried extremely hard
in their first tournament together and
will be better for the experience.
Winners: Lucas Rummun &
Sebastian Chan
Runners Up: James Wright & Jasper Lau

12 & Under Singles
A field of 8 players in two pool groups of 4 contested the
12 & under singles event this year, with the exhibition
Fast 4 format again utilised.Some great tennis was
played and it was the top 2 seeds Nikhil Chatterji and
Maya Lacamp who came through their pool matches
undefeated. In the semi finals Nikhil accounted for Lily
Brewster in straight sets 4-1, 4-1, in a match that was far
closer than the scoreline suggested, and Maya Lacamp
finally got the upper hand in 3 tight sets against Claire
Grisel, who saved numerous match points before finally
succumbing 4-2, 3-4, 7-1. In the final, it was Maya Lacamp
who continued her strong form with a comfortable 4-2,
4-2 victory over Nikhil Chatterji,
with solid serving at crucial times
proving the difference in what
was a very entertaining match.
Winner: Maya Lacamp
Runner Up: Nikhil Chatterji

14 & under Singles
A small but very competitive field of 4 players lined up
for the 14 & under singles event.While top seed Timothy
Tse ensured he would be one of the finalists by remaining
undefeated in the group stages, it would take a head to
head countback AND games differential to decide who
his opponent would be. That player was Nikhil Chatterji,
who had carried on his great form from the previous day
in the 12 & under event. Unfortunately, all the tennis
played over the weekend finally caught up with Nikhil
in the final, with Timothy’s powerful groundstrokes
and strong serving proving too much in a well deserved
8-0 victory. Special mention to Vidur Malik and Shivani
Chatterji who were desperately unlucky not to reach
the final themselves, after playing some great tennis
throughout the morning.
Winner: Timothy Tse
Runner-Up: Nikhil Chatterji
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COACHING UPDATES
Cardio Tennis
Cardio “KEEP FIT” Tennis is a 60 minute clinic
that will really get your body moving! It is
meant to burn off the calories and use a lot
of energy! You can join this class at any level,
as the intention is that you are always moving
and hitting. It is not a technique based class,
but rather a cardiovascular workout with a lot
of ball hitting. Cardio Tennis is a big sensation
in the US, Australia & Europe, and we hope you
will give it a try.
It’s a “drop in” session, which means you only
commit to coming when you have time, so this
gives you the flexibility to work around other
things in the week. The sessions are run by
Coach Jason, and have already gained a “cult”
following. Try it out and see why!
COST: $195 per session
DAY: Tuesdays 7.00am-8.00am /
8.00am-9.00am
Thursday 7.00am-8.00am /
8.00am-9.00am
MINIMUM:
4 people
MAXIMUM:
6 people
Sign up at the Sports Desk now or email Jason
for more details jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

Tennis Tip of the Month by Jason Lijewski
THE SMASH!
Do you have enough confidence to finish
the point with a winning smash? The
smash is a great shot to end a point with
when the opportunity presents itself. A lot
of players tend to panic when lobbed, as they are not confident
in how to position themselves for playing this shot. Only a few
will anticipate this, knowing it is an easy way to win the point.
The pro players certainly enjoy seeing a lob. Although the smash
is one of the most difficult shots in tennis, the pros make the
shot look so easy because they have great timing and have hit
hundreds of them during their many hours on the practice court.
Here are a few tips to make your smash more effective:
Ready Position
Without affecting the quality of your previous shot, recover to
your ready position as quickly as possible.
Turn & Prepare
From your ready position, quickly make the decision to hit an
overhead. Now it is crucial to turn your body sideways to the
net. This turn allows you to position yourself and prepare your
hips and shoulders. Most of the power needed for striking the
ball will come from your body turning into the shot. Players are
often too front on at the start of their swing which eliminates hip
rotation. The result is a loss of power when hitting the smash.
Move into Position
As soon as you have turned and prepared your racquet, you
must start moving into position (underneath the ball and lining
it up in relation to your hitting shoulder). Do not wait until the
ball is over your head before you start moving. The earlier and
quicker you can move, the better you will be able to set your
feet for power and balance.
Rotate & Reach
Once you start your swing, begin rotating your hips and
shoulders into the shot. As the ball starts to drop into the
contact zone, drive up. The contact point is high, preferably at
the full extension of your arm.
Finish
Turn into the shot, snap your wrist and follow through.
When might you let the lob bounce before you hit it?
On windy days
If the sun is in your eyes.
On a very high lob.
On a very deep lob.
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Hope this helps and good luck on the courts.

TABLE TENNIS

How can Table Tennis become
even more popular?

T

he title of this piece provokes immediate curiosity – could Table
Tennis, or Ping Pong really be the defining sport in years to come?
The general feeling in the room points towards a clear no, and here’s

why.

The most popular sports, that fill stadiums and multi-purpose arenas are
what we call spectator sports. These sports, such as football and rugby
appeal strongly to our emotional side. They generate a huge following
of fans worldwide, due in part to their ability to whip up emotions and
make us extremely attached to a cause or a team. Being a lifelong fan of
Manchester United, last season’s struggles were definitely not easy on
the eye, to say the least. It is with regret to say that Table Tennis does
not fall into the aforementioned category. Yes – there are moments of
pure brilliance in this sport, but that simply cannot be experienced to a
great degree in such a setting. Anyone who has been to a live table tennis
match could testify to that – it has a good atmosphere, but does not come
close to a Merseyside derby at Anfield or following the New York Knicks at
Madison Square Garden.
Thia is the established view - that non-spectators sports cannot flourish
and gain a global following. Fair enough, but I beg to differ, especially in
the context of Table Tennis. I see it as a dark horse in the pack, and such a
view stems from three simple observations.
Firstly, Table Tennis is full of symbolism, whether it be in popular culture
or politics. It featured most prominently on the world stage in the 1970s,
as China and United States began the process of rapprochement. The
familiar political term ‘Ping Pong Diplomacy’ rooted from Table Tennis
being a key proponent for setting the undertone of a new era of SinoUS relations. This is further exemplified in a fictitious setting with the
character of Forrest Gump, who is an exceptional Table Tennis player and
who travelled to China to showcase his talent in early 1970s, coinciding
with this very period. Symbolism is not just there for show, but rather as
a constant reminder of how certain seemingly simple things represent
matters of greater importance. The importance of Table Tennis on the
world stage might not be as pronounced as the other major sports, but its
symbolic presence is still very much there.
A game of Table Tennis can be used to ‘break
the ice’ during official state visits (vis-à-vis
Cameron and Obama a few years ago). This
will not only spur culturally and politically
sensitive people to embrace and study the
sport, but also the wider population.
(sourced from mirror.co.uk)

Even if symbolism in the greater context seems far-fetched, there is no
doubting a great advantage of Table Tennis is accessibility. Now – the
same can be said for football, basketball and all the major sports, but there
is one key distinction that can be drawn here. Table Tennis is relatively
easy to pick up. Evidently this is aimed towards adults, as anyone who

started at a young age will normally be
well versed in the sport, through years
of training and competitions. Ignoring
the competitive side completely,
Table Tennis will continue to be a
very popular casual sport, with its
simple set up. I would also like to
imagine that many people have played
tennis, squash or badminton before
and will find this sport relatively
straightforward to learn. Even for
complete first-timers, it is not that
steep of a learning curve.
The key to getting more people to
follow the sport is changing the
perception of Table Tennis. That
will take time – but also I believe
the process has already kicked off.
Traditionally, Table Tennis has been
seen as an all-Asian sport (or Chinese)
shown through the dominance in
Olympic results and other major
competitions. That may still continue
for quite some time, but, throughout
the last few decades, Europeans have
also graced the stage with encouraging
results. What this means is the global
take on Table Tennis is changing, albeit
gradually. More community-based
events are built around this sport.
The United States National Team has
also stepped up its efforts recently
with encouraging results against top
Chinese players. The simple logic is,
the better their countrymen do in
these competitions, with nationalism
and patriotism kicking in, more of us
will follow Table Tennis.
Table Tennis is on its way up, although
some may not see it. At HKCC, we
also do our level best in bringing
greater accessibility to this game - to
all levels of casual and competitive
players. If you are interested, do join
us on Thursday evenings and pop me
an email at felix.tl.tang@gmail.com.
Felix Tang
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TEN PIN

TEN PIN ALLEY NEWS
The Second Inter-Section Challenge and
The Hong Kong Inter-Club League

warmly welcomed by stand in skipper Peter Bridge who,
for some reason, was desperately keen to have a crack
at the Rugby boys.
Group B saw equally fierce competition with the
aforesaid Rugby boys and Cricket ultimately securing
a semi final berth at the expense of Handy
M a n ' s L aw n B o w l e rs , H o c key a n d t h e
“Couches”.
So it came to the Semis and what drama
there was – well sort of. Cricket having caught
Tennis off guard, attention turned to a “sudden
death” bowl off between Ten Pen and Rugby,
the match having been tied. Cometh the hour
cometh the man and the wily Mr. Bridge –
unperturbed by an outbreak of insensitive
sledging – saw off JJ 'The Money” by one pin.

"Finalists"

Nick Brown reports:

S

All in all, a fun -and socially competitive – time appeared
to be had by all and thanks go to Mark Wright and The
Recreation Team for co-ordinating, to Moses for his
“music” ( much to the chagrin of The Highland Dancers )
and to Tony Ku for his impromptu light shows.

He is, in fact, the holder of the unenviable record for the
lowest score ever recorded in an official bowling league
game – Three. History does not relate in which frame
his run of 19 consecutive gutter balls started – or indeed
finished, but the participants in this season's Challenge
were not troubled by this futiling fact.

More trivia.The most probable score in a frame of
ten pin is 77. On a game basis, over three frames,the
following surpassed that with ease and showed
Mr.Caplette how it should be done:-

tarting with the former, spare a thought for one
Richard Caplette. No he is not a new Corporate
Nominee, nor a protege of Professor Dumbledore
hired laterally by Lawn Bowls.

So it came to be. Over a series of Monday evenings
players from eight sections entered into the spirit of
things and tried to wrestle The Trophy from the Ten Pin
Bowling Section. Supplemented by a team of “Couches”
and “ Team Bruce” - mentored by the irrepressible Lord
Lucan – two goups of five were formed for a round robin
opening phase, followed thereafter by the semi finals
and the grand finale. Some teams were coached, the
more successful teams were not and the banter and
quotes flowed.
“I prefer Ten Pin to Golf....I tend to lose less balls.”
Thank you Adrian……
In Group A, consistent performances from Squash and
Golf failed to trouble “Team Bruce” who, in turn, failed
to trouble top of the table points sharing Tennis and Ten
Pin. After a one man review of “the Rules”, Ten Pin were
deemed to have finished second – a tactical decision
48

In the Final, hampered perhaps by the
absence of their main strike bowler ( see
below ) Cricket narrowly failed to loosen Ten
Pin's grip on the Trophy and, frankly, not in
the true spirit of things, the Trophy ‘twas retained by the
seasoned part timers.
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Andy Hayward 534
Paul Watkins 532
David Varley 501 and 497
Alan Olsson actually topped the scoring with 545 and
Peter Bridge secured 502 – both were disqualified by the
one man rules committee for inappropriate conduct.
On the Inter – Club League front, the team is perfectly
positioned for a top two finish with three matches of
the season remaining. Comfortable home and away
wins were recorded against The Hong Kong Club but
the occasional lack of attention cost the team dearly
against the semi–professionals from Kowloon Tong,
who remain on course for first place. For those who
may be interested in playing – games are generally on a
fortnightly basis with a home and away format – in what
is described as “Promoting Bowling Socially” please let
either Tony Ku or myself know.
tonyykku@gmail.com

SOCCER

Return of the HKCC All Stars?

F

riday 13th March 2015 saw an HKCC XI tackle the
HKFC Gazelles in a round ball contest hosted by
HKFC on the main pitch at their Happy Valley base.
It is widely believed that in the 160+ year existence
of the HKCC, a team representing the Club has never
played a football game against HKFC on the main pitch,
so the fixture rightly carried some historical significance.
With football not being a competitive sport at HKCC,
the fixture was identified as an ideal means to bring
two of Hong Kong’s major sporting clubs together in a
competitive, yet enjoyable, and fun setting. For many
years, the HKCC Taverners have hosted HKFC in a cricket
game up at the Gap annually and hopefully this football
fixture will become a permanent event to further
strengthen the relations between the two Clubs.
An HKCC team roster of 18 players assembled at the
Football Club, under the watchful eye of Chef – our
manager for the evening – and completed a warm up
that, to be fair, mirrored a Taverners’ warm up on a
Friday afternoon. In brand spanking brilliant kits, HKCC
took to the game and held their own against a skilled
HKFC side which, to be honest, was controlling the
majority of the play without seriously threatening the
HKCC goal. A couple of gilt edged chances to Oscar
Redmayne – first from a free kick and then a corner –
were the closest HKCC came to troubling the scorer.
With around 30 minutes gone HKFC took the lead and
we headed to half time, trailing 1-0.

The second half saw HKCC come flying
out of the blocks and pile on three
quality goals to the Sportsman’s Bar
end. All goals finished by Charles
McInerney, Amin Ashraf and Rex Ho
respectively were well taken. Whether
it was complacency due to a 3-1 lead
- or a serious case of a few endurance
issues - HKCC allowed the Football
Club to return to the game and they
dragged one back with around 5
minutes to play. Some desperate
defending ensued and, thankfully, the
final whistle as well, to close out a 3-2
win to HKCC. A fantastic effort from an
HKCC team cobbled together to play for the first time.
At the conclusion of the game much of the discussion
focused on how to source the next fixture.
A highlight of the game was the chance for HKCC
Members to mix with Staff and get to know them
outside of the usual interactions at the Club. The team
included a mix of both HKCC Members and Staff and the
night was equally enjoyed by both parties.
A big thank you to Mark Wright for his efforts on the
HKCC side in setting up the fixture and ensuring the
night ran smoothly. Finally, a big thank you to our hosts,
the HKFC (with a special mention to Stephen Tew) who
were brilliant hosts on the night and laid on a great feed
and beers after the game for both teams to get to know
each other better.
Looking forward to the next one!
Liam
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GYM NEWS

High-Intensity Interval
Training (HIIT).
What is HIIT Training?

exercise. You need
to be working out
in your anaerobic
zone at maximal
heart rates to really
see that added fat
loss effect. This
EPOC has been
shown to last for
over 24 hours. While this is a great benefit, it also means
you need to be allowing yourself plenty of recovery time
between workouts – at least 48 hours.

Why Does HIIT Training Work
•

HIIT lasts 20 minutes or less – resulting in a short
workout time nearly anyone can integrate into their
lifestyle.

•

HIIT can increase VO2 max for both high intensity
and endurance athletes. VO2 max is the max
amount of oxygen a person can use and transport
during exercise. You want this number to be high
because it enables us to use more fat as fuel instead
of glucose. Since our fat stores tend to be much
higher than glycogen stores, it is preferential to be
able to get the highest percentage of fuel from fat
during exercise. While sprinting uses a high amount
of glycogen because it is such high intensity, the
rate at which you change from fat burning to sugar
burning is higher in individuals with a higher VO2
max.

•

HIIT increases EPOC (excess post-exercise oxygen
consumption) resulting in an elevated fat loss state
for up to 24 hours after you finish your workout
– something you won’t get from lower intensity
exercise.

•

HIIT trains the body to effectively remove metabolic
waste from the muscles between intervals. By
quickly removing lactate and other byproducts
resulting from high intensity exercise, you enable
the body to be primed and ready for another bout
of high intensity exercise with less rest.

•

H I I T i s o n e o f s eve ra l ways to b o o st b o t h
testosterone and growth hormone levels. Since
these hormones are highly responsible for muscle
gain and fat loss, you should be doing all you can to
keep levels high.

Amin Ashraf explains:
HIIT stands for High Intensity Interval training. HIIT
is an exercise method in which you switch back and
forth between short intervals of high intensity exercise,
followed by short rest or recovery periods. Studies
have shown that HIIT can be effective for both sprinters
and endurance athletes and it can be incorporated
into just about any training protocol whether it be
weight training, sprinting, rowing, climbing, or sport
specific workouts. The key is to pick exercises that use
the majority of muscle groups. Using HIIT for isolation
exercises will be ineffective. However, using them for
full body exercises like sprinting, squats, deadlifts, and
plyometrics will really kick your fat loss into high gear.

Benefits of HIIT Training.

The benefits of HIIT
training are several-fold. Probably one of the biggest
benefits is that HIIT usually lasts only 20 minutes or
less. This enables just about anyone to be able to get
in a great workout regardless of their busy schedules.
After all, we can all wake up 30 minutes earlier to
get in a workout. The best thing is that this short 20
minute workout will probably be one of the toughest
you will ever do. By working at close to your maximal
heart rate, you will be burning the most calories, and
causing the most physiological changes to your body
that will be beneficial to fat loss. Not only will you
burn fat during your workout, but you will continue to
burn fat throughout the rest of the day through EPOC
(excess post-exercise oxygen consumption). EPOC is the
measurable increased rate of oxygen intake following
strenuous activity intended to erase the body’s oxygen
debt. In order to erase the body’s oxygen debt, fatty
acids are released and used as fuel for recovery. This all
happens in the time after a workout is complete. You will
not receive this great benefit simply doing low intensity
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Why not give high-intensity interval training a try. You
don’t need to do it every single workout, but maybe do
it once a week to start to see how it goes. Be sure to give
yourself a good warm up period to prevent injury, and
be sure you have an interval timer to use to keep track
of your interval times. Good luck!

FOOD & BEVERAGE

April 2015

An Exquisite Dining Experience with
Robert Parker's 90+ Wines
Wednesday 22nd April
From 7:30 p.m.
Function Suites
$998 per Member
$1,198 per Member’s Guest
(Priority will be given to HKCC Members.
Thank you for your understanding.)

You are cordially invited to join our ‘Wine Journey’
evening with great classic Bordeaux wines. Chef
Simon has designed a 5-course classic menu to pair
with every dedicated bottle in order to attain the
harmony between the great wine and food. You will
also experience the scoring fun on each wine and see if
your judgment be the same as Robert Parker as well!

For enrolment, please email to events@hkcc.org

Welcome Drink

2012 Lune d'Argent, Clos Des Lunes
Salad of Foie Gras
walnuts, endive, apple, shallot vinaigrette and truffle oil
2008 Chateau Clerc Milon, 5eme Cru Classe, Pauillac

Menu
Sautéed Confit of Duck
morel and chanterelles mushrooms on toasted Sourdough
2000 Clos Fourtet, 1er Grand Cru Classe B, St Emilion
****
Herb Crusted Rack of Lamb
julienne of ratatouille, pommes au gratin, haricot beans,
lamb jus and pine nut dressing
2000 Chateau Talbot, 4eme Cru Classe, St Julien
2008 Chateau Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande,
2eme Cru Classe, Pauillac
***
French Cheese Platter
1996 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, 2eme Cru Classe, St Julien
****
Orange Meringue Tartlet
compote of fresh berries
1998 Chateau d'Yquem, 1er Grand Cru Classe, Sauternes
****
Petits Fours
Participants will enjoy a glass of 70ml from
each type of wine served at the event.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE
April 2015

Special Wine Event
Sunday Bin End Sales

Presented by Sommelier Steven
19th April
from Noon to 5:00 p.m.
Function Suites

By popular request !!

This time we have different Sakes from
Japan and Wines from all over the world.
All at attractive prices!
Free Admission

See you at the Club!

Wine Tasting Activities
• 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
• For Members and their guests aged 18 and above.
• Admission Fee $68 per person per tasting event
• Full refund on wine purchase at the Tasting Party

- 10th April – Monthly Wine tasting
- 17th April – Single Malt Whisky tasting
- 24th April – Burgundy Wine tasting

17th April –Single Malt Whisky tasting
Auchentoshan - Lowland
• Auchentoshan 12 years
• Auchentoshan 3 wood
• Auchentoshan 18 years
Bowmore - Islay
• Bowmore 12 years
• Bowmore 15 years
• Bowmore 18 years

24th April– Burgundy Wine tasting
•
•
•
•
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Pouilly-Fuisse “Vieilles Vignes” 2012 - La Truffiere
Bourgogne Chardonnay 2010 - Benoit Ente
Meursault 2012 - Henri Germain
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru “La Romanee” 2010 - La Truffiere
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•
•
•
•

L’interdit of Jules Desjourneys
Aloxe-Corton “Vieilles Vignes” 2011 - Michel Gay
Savigny-Les-Beaune 1er Cru “Les Marconnets”2010 - of La Truffiere
Pommard 1er Cru “Les Rugiens-Bas” 2008 - Aleth Girardin

FOOD & BEVERAGE

April 2015

Quality Rioja Gran Reserva available at the Club

Provence Whispering Angel at Special Offer!
Cricket Club April Magazine promotion_180x105mm.pdf 2 26/3/2015 10:44:10 上午

The Legendary

Rose

HOME

Wine
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DELIV
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to kick-off the summer
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CY
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The colour is a very pale pink. Lively crisp nose showing strawberry
and peach fruit, with just a hint of supple creaminess.
The palate is soft and round with strawberries, lavender and minerals
with a dry, clean finish. Beautiful, elegant and seductive rosé.

Purchase 12 bottles of Whispering Angel
Get another bottle for FREE
Promotional period: April 2015
Price per bottle is HK$198.
Pick up is available at Spinners, or
Complimentary delivery is available for purchase of 8 bottles or above.
If you want to place an order (while stock lasts), please email to wine@hkcc.org for confirmation.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE
April 2015

Long Room “BB” Dinner
As the Long Room will be disappearing for
renovation soon, so we would like to invite you
to join this ‘Burgundy and Beef’ dinner. It will be
great fun to enjoy the evening at one long table in
the Long Room.

Friday 8th May
From 7:30 p.m.
$898 per Member
$1,098 per Member’s Guest

Menu
Slow Braised Hereford Wagyu Oxtail Soup
accompanied with vintage de jerez
Chorey-Les-Beaune “Vieilles Vignes” 2011/2012 – Michel Gay
.....
Carpaccio of Beef Skirt Steak
artichoke salad, pine nuts, goat’s cheese,
rocket dress, vinaigrette dressing
Fleurie 2007 – Jules Desjourneys
.....
Ragout Beef Brisket Ravioli
cepe puree, kale, mushroom jus, truffle oil
Beaune 1er Cru “Greves” 2011 – Michel Gay
.....
Welsh Black Beef Wellington
garlic and chervil mash, broad beans, gem lettuce & jus
Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 2006 / 2007
.....
Cherry Jubilee
compote of black cherries, vanilla bean ice cream and honey comb
Pommard “Les Noizons” 2011 - Aleth Girardin
.....
Cheese Platter
tasmanian smoked cheddar
roaring forties blue from tasmania
tunworth english soft cheese
onion chutney, walnuts and crispy biscuits
Sauternes  2009 – Chateau d'Arche

Special Offer for Members:
(Priority will be given to HKCC Members.
Thank you for your understanding.)

For any further enquiry or table booking,
please feel free to contact us on 35118618,
or email fnb@hkcc.org

Available from 1st to 31st May –
Any takeaway wines from the
Master Wine List will get $150 off
from each bottle, while stocks last!

Sommelier’s Recommendation
Available at the Club from April to June 2015
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2012 Sauvignon Blanc, Tahuna,
Marlborough, New Zealand

2012 Shiraz, Twinwoods,
Margaret River, Australia

Tahuna wines are hand-crafted by a
team of experienced Winemakers to
produce rich, soft and approachable
wines of exceptional quality. This
Sauvignon Blanc has ripe tropical and
gooseberry fruit flavours with a zingy
finish and impeccable balance.

Twinwoods vineyard is in the prime
Wilyabrup sub-region and it is only
planted with red grapes.  This Shiraz has
well balanced palate with fine tannins.
Pepper and spice characters dominate
the aromatics with ripe olive tones and
plum and cherry characters completing
the profile of the wine.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

April 2015

Beer Bucket Promotion

Drink Recommendation

Mexican Corona

Lemon Barley Delight

$27 / Bottle
$108 / Bucket of 5 Bottles

32 Via dei
Birrai Oppale

$ 190 / Bottle (750ml)
A beer to enjoy in a Wine Glass!

Barley, Lemongrass and Lemon Drink with
No Added Sugar and accompanied by Honey
Lemon Barley Water is a
drink with rejuvenating
capacity and medicinal
benefits. Barley contains
a lot of protein and fibres.
It is also a very efficient
anti-oxidant.

Chef’s Specials in April: Pigeon
四月精選 : 迷你乳鴿

Available on alternate weeks!
脆皮紅燒乳鴿
Crispy fried Baby Pigeon

(Available from 1st to 7th and 16th to 23rd April)

豉油皇乳鴿
Marinated Pigeon with Supreme Soy Sauce
(Available from 8th to 15th and 24th to 30th April)

For table booking, please contact us on 3511 8638 or email fnb@hkcc.org

Sunday Roasts for April

Noon to 2:30 p.m.
$120 per person
Children’s price (3 – 12) $95 is available
at Sportsman’s Bar
April
5th
12th
19th
26th

Pork Shoulder with crackling and apple sauce
Leg of Australian Lamb
Beef Wellington with red wine sauce
Baked Gammon Ham with honey and mustard

All served with soup and vegetable accompaniments.
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Family Fun at DotCod
It’s now time to plan for Mother’s Day! And we are happy to do it for you.
DotCod is prepared to give Mum, Grandma and everyone else a big feast and plenty more on
this much cherished occasion.
The Mother’s Day semi-lunch buffet offers a variety of all-you-can-eat appetisers and
desserts as well as a live oyster station. For the main course, you can choose from a list of DotCod
signature dishes. Children will be delighted by the cake-decorating session during which they will
make their mothers a very special gift. We promise this to be a sweet and delicious affair for
grown-ups and kids alike.
Perfectly situated in the heart of Central and open from 7:30am to 11:30pm, DotCod is truly the
place for all-day dining. Our fully-equipped function room gives you privacy and the perfect setting
for breakfast meetings up to 50 persons. Whether alone or in a group, there is no better start to
a day than DotCod’s scrumptious traditional breakfasts.
You can always count on DotCod for any celebrations, as well as formal or informal gatherings.
It’s easy, breezy and you know you will be taken care of with great food and friendly service.
Act now before it’s too late for the Sound of Music Dinner & Show on May 30.
For a packaged price of $1,368 per HKCC Member and $1,468 per Guest, you will get to enjoy a
lovely 3-course dinner, shuttle bus transportation from DotCod to the HKAPA and, of course,
the world renowned musical with good seating in the VIP Zone.
Remarks: HKCC Members enjoy 30% discount on normal dining; not applicable to Dinner & Show.
Reservation Hotline: 2810 6988
For more information, please email to dotcod@hkcc.org
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SOCIAL

HKCC Race Boxes
Enjoy Race Day at the Club's private Race Boxes.
For further details and booking, please contact Members Service Department on 3511 8678 or email: events@hkcc.org
Racing Fixtures:

April
1 Apr
7 Apr
12 Apr
15 Apr
19 Apr
22 Apr
26 Apr
29 Apr

May

Wed
Tue
Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed

Happy Valley
Sha Tin (Easter)
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin [QEII Cup]
Happy Valley

3 May Sun
		
6 May Wed
9 May Sat
13 May Wed
16 May Sat
20 May Wed
24 May Sun
27 May Wed
31 May Sun
		

Sha Tin
[Champions Mile]
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Sha Tin
Sha Tin
[Champions & Chater Cup]

Join the famous Hong Kong Derby & AP QEII Cup - Club's Private RACE BOX.
• QEII Cup on 26th April
• Champions Mile on 3rd May
Special Race Meetings with additional charge for guest badges and catering package

BUY-4-GET-1-FREE
Special Promotion for Private Box at Shatin
Racecourse between 9th May and 5th July.
Book a table of FOUR people, pay for 3 packages
and receive one complimentary package.*
* Terms & Conditions apply
(includes buffet meal and the bar service).
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SOCIAL

Kids’ Club Reward Programme
Join the Children's Movie Time, Family Poolside BBQ
with Inflatable ...
All Members' children will receive a special "sticker".

Every FIVE "stickers" will collect one prize.
Please contact Marketing & Events Department via
email: events@hkcc.org for more information.

Children’s Movie Time 2015
Sunday 5th April - How to Train Your Dragon
Sunday 3rd May - Dragon Riders of Berk
Function Suites
From 12 noon
$25 per Member; $30 per Member's Guest
(including popcorn & two boxes of juice per child;
one bottle of beer per adult!)
Open to Children 6 years & up.
Special gift will be
available for
Registered Child.

Bring a Cushion!

Sunday 19th April

For enquiry, please contact us on 3511 8678 or
email to events@hkcc.org
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SOCIAL

Family Poolside BBQ with Inflatable
Friday 29th May		
Friday 12th June
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
$310 per adult
$220 per child (age 3-12)
To avoid disappointment, please sign up early!
(The Pool will be OPEN to Members who have booked for
the evening and will be CLOSED to non-participants from
6:00 p.m. Thank you very much for your understanding.)

On the last Sunday of the month from 5:30 p.m.
26th April
28th June
30th August
25th October

31st May
26th July
27th September

Free Admission
The Pool

Mother’s Day Celebration
Sunday 10th May 2015
12 Noon - 3:00 p.m.
Function Suites
$418 per person,
$318 per child (age 3-12)
• All Mums will receive a Special Gift!
• Fancy face-painting
• All Children (age 3 - 12) will be entitled to an entry
in the DIY session between 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.

Children’s Corner
Kids’ Funtime
Join the
Dots and Colour

Winners:
Group 1
Zoe Argyrides
Lily Cook
Darcey Rummun
Rania Sutton

Group 2
Jemaira Vestey
Kristen Ho
Anna Jaeger
Alison Fremaux
2015 April The Pinkun
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SOCIAL

Sports Fun Day
Monday 25th May
Spectators are welcome!

For the game participation,
please contact your section convenor.
Join the "After Game BBQ", please register your name
at the Club Reception.

Social Bridge Night
Social Bridge night on every Monday from 7:30 p.m.
in the Chater Tavern.
To enrol on the weekly email notification,
please contact:
Andrea Nye nye@netvigator.com
Kim Farbrace kimfarbrace@gmail.com
Ling cwling25@yahoo.com
As space is limited, please email your registration
early to avoid disappointment.

Your Own Private Party
A private, stylish and comfortable environment
to celebrate any special occasion - Private Dining,
Birthday, Anniversary, Wedding, School, Theme
Party, Corporate Celebration.
Our Professional Marketing & Events Team are
happy to provide whatever you need for all Private
Functions.
For enquiry, please contact our Marketing & Events
Department on 3511 8678 or email
events@hkcc.org.

Please scan this QR Code for on-line booking or
contact Club Reception for further information.
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PICTORIAL

hinese New Year
Celebration Lunch Buffet
Sunday 1st March
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PICTORIAL

O

n Sunday 22nd
February, the
customary lions
accompanied by Big Head
Buddha and God of Fortune
paid a visit to the Club.
As well as performing at the
Main Entrance, the party
travelled through the Outlets
wishing Members and Staff “Kung Hei Fat Choy!”
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STAFF NEWS

The Hong Kong Cricket Club
Dot Cod Seafood Restaurant & Oyster Bar
Annual Staff Party 2015
Presentations for…… Employees of the Year:

Retirement

Hong Kong Cricket Club:

Madam Yiu Shun Kwan joined the Club
in 2007 as a Kitchen Attendant. She was
born in Hong Kong and has a big family, 8
brothers and sisters, many nephews, nieces,
grandnephews and grandnieces. After
retirement, she will be the coordinator for
family gatherings and, of course, enjoy
playing mahjong and travelling.

Wong Tak Keung, Anthony –
Senior Chef de Partie (Western Kitchen)

Ma Yuk Mui –
Senior Pantry Attendant (Willow Room)

Lo Yin Yan, Janice –
Marketing & Events Coordinator

Dot Cod:
Chau Manh Hung, Danny – Junior Sous Chef

Staff receiving Long Service Awards….
10 Years

20 Years

Chiu Yuk Choi –
Garde Manager Chef (Western Kitchen)

Joel Cheng, Albert Cheung, Rex Ho, Wendy Tam, Wong Kam Loy (Dot Cod),
(Erine Lau), Gavin Erasmus (Chairman), (Chiu Yuk Choi), Samuel Tam, Chan Yiu Cho,
Anobia Lam.

Presentations made by Chairman Gavin Erasmus and
General Manager Rick Coate
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Lau Suk Kuen, Erine –
Membership Clerk

STAFF NEWS

"We Love You Cricket Club"
A rendition of the above song was performed by a stellar cast…
Lead Singers..... Liza Valdejueza & Wendy Tam
Singers & Dancers..... Nico Siu, Nana Lui, Riya Gurung
Saxophone..... Joel Cheng
Guitar..... Paul Hui
Accompanied by..... Anobia Lam

Cricketer..... Jeffrey Cheung
Goats & Umpires..... Nathan Law & Alex Chan
“Props”..... Samson Lam & Lawton Yau
Directed & Edited by..... Clara Li
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STAFF NEWS

Annual Staff Party 2015
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We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–
From
Lubrication Service

$

210.00

Tune Up Engine

$

800.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

2500.00

Engine Overhaul

$

5500.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

1200.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1700.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

700.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

700.00

ALL REPAIRS WITH THREE MONTHS GUARANTEE

Our Business Hours
8am-6pm, Mon-Sat & Public Holiday
Our 24 hrs. Emergency Towing Agent
“We Tow Towing” 6128 0999
Please call us at 2565 6166 FAX: 2856 1047
E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.

1st Floor, Parker House, 72 Queen’s Road C.
Tel. 2522 7856, 2522 7944
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STAFF NEWS

Assistant Beverage and Service Manager, Anobia Lam,
reports on her visit to a Winery in Spain…

I

n early March, I visited the
world renowned oldest
Winery in Rioja, Spain. The
two-day intensive training was
conducted by the Director of
the Winery. Those of us on the
course were allowed to taste
wines from different varietals
– Verdejo, Sauvignon Blanc,
Tempranillo, Garnacha, Mazuelo,
Graciano, Cabernet Sauvignon. Climate, soil and varietal are not the only factors in
producing the best wines; two most important influences are technology and the
traditional way of wine making.
This was really a great opportunity to widen my eyes and
enhance my knowledge of the “World of Wine”.
Our Club Sommelier, Steven Ma, always quotes, “Enjoy good
wine for good health!”
I look forward to seeing you at the Club. It will always be my
pleasure to share with you all that I have learned on this visit.
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New Video Releases: April 2015
Including : The 2015 Oscars - The main Winners and Nominees.

Birdman (Or - The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance 2014 - 119 minutes)
Winner of four Oscars including best picture/director/
screenplay/photography - plus a few other nominations.
Michael Keaton is featured as a once acclaimed action-film
hero (“Birdman”) whose career has taken a serious downturn. To regain his former prestige, he produces a dramatic
stage show to be staged on the New York Broadway
Theatre . Will he be successful? On the way, there are
thrilling stunts and special effects as well.

Not an actual winner but a highly regarded film, nominated
for four Oscars - photography; production design; costume;
music. Timothy Spall plays the convincing role in the
life of J M William Turner, the prolific and sometimes
controversial British land and seascape painter, in the early
19th century. Having a reportedly shrewish wife, he has
a number of affairs with other ‘ladies’, in and outside his
own household, although these do little to limit the vast
quantity of his celebrated works of art.

The Imitation Game (2014 - 114minutes)

Effie Gray (2014 - 108 minutes)

Benedict Cumberbatch was nominated for his role as Best
Actor in this film which won the Oscar for best adapted
screenplay. It is the story of Alan Turing, the cryptoanalyst employed at Bletchley Park in U.K., in a secret
operation to break the Nazi military codes in World
War II. His independently minded personality brought
him into conflict with his superior officer in the codebreaking efforts. Turing devised a machine which was
able to handle the problem of the enemy’s system of
reprogramming an entirely different code each and every
day. But he faced opposition to his efforts on the grounds
of questioned effectiveness and high cost. However, he
got practical support from the only female member of
the team, Joan Clarke, played by Oscar nominee Keira
Knightley. Turing’s efforts are now publicly recognised
as vital to the Allied victory. The film also relates the
misfortunes concerning his private life before and after
the war and which led to tragic results.

As a 19-year old woman, Effie Gray (played by Dakota
Fanning) is married to well-known author and art critic,
John Ruskin - who, incidentally, is a contemporary and
associate of “Mr Turner”. But this is a different story
which scandalises London Society. Ruskin is unable to
consummate the marriage to his teenage bride, who is
an heiress of some quality. After five years of lonely and
loveless marriage, she is attracted to a pre-Raphaelite
painter, John Millais. The scandal results in Effie’s ostracism
and she is barred from any function at which Queen
Victoria may be present! Her petition for a divorce and
social acceptance is supported by Lady Eastlake, played by
Emma Thompson - who is also the writer of this history.

The Theory of Everything (2014 - 123 minutes)
Eddie Redmayne gives an astonishing Oscar winning
performance as the renowned physicist Stephen Hawking
who is crippled by motor neurone disease while he is
still a young student at Cambridge University. The film is
based on the book by his wife, Jane, who supported him
from the time they were fellow students and he became
a victim to the illness. Hawking’s radical new theories
on the expansion and contraction of the Universe - and
the relationship of Time - are vividly and entertainingly
portrayed together with the effects of his condition on his
family life.
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Foxcatcher (2014 - 134 minutes)
Foxcatcher (4 Oscar nominations) is the training farm in
Pennsylvania for U.S.A. Olympic team wrestlers, owned and
operated by John du Pont, heir to the family’s industrial
fortune. Two brothers, wrestling champions, Mark and
Dave Schultz, are invited to become part of the Foxcatcher
team. After some serious problems, Mark is selected to be
part of the U.S. team at the 1988 Seoul Olympics. However,
all does not go well and there are dramatic events leading
to a final tragic conclusion.

Big Hero 6 (2014 - 102 minutes)
This year’s Oscar winner for best animated (cartoon)
feature film.
The Disney Studios produced this comic story of two
brothers who develop a lovable huggable robot. It helps
to heal sufferers who say, “Ow !” when they need medical
help and carries on until it is told they are better. The action
is based on a mix of Japanese-American characters in the
‘combination’ city of San Fransokyo.

PET HELP

Walking the Dog …
I'm just a walking the dog
If you don't know how to do it
I'll show you how to walk the dog
(Rufus Thomas - but made better known by The Rolling Stones)

T

aking the dog for a walk is one of the main reasons
why people get a dog in the first place. It is a
reason to get out and about. Maybe a short walk
in the morning and evening around a busy schedule
and then, hopefully, a longer walk on the weekends more relaxed and leisurely. A time to be outside and
a distraction from the “world”. It is a back to basics
exercise!
Dogs love to get out and see and smell the world. It is
their equivalent of reading the newspaper or watching the
daily news! Exercise is only part of the process - the most
important thing is that the dog gets out! Many people
get upset when they see dog walkers not so much
walking the dog but sitting and letting the dogs (and
the walkers!) socialise. Don’t be upset, this is just as
important as going for a good long run! Unfortunately,
many dogs are not well socialised with other dogs and
they are missing out on a natural part of their existence!
Dogs need to be dogs and that involves sniffing the butts
of other dogs!
Living in a busy place like Hong Kong where our dogs
invariably come into contact with other people, be it on
a trail, in an elevator or in common areas of buildings, it
is imperative that your dog is well mannered!
What I mean by that is they:
1. don’t immediately jump up onto other people
2. are not aggressive to other people or other animals
3. are well trained and obedient
4. learn to urinate and defecate in the appropriate areas.
Having an untrained or bad mannered dog is really a
true liability. It is important to see how well behaved
your dog is with everyone who walks them, not just with
you! Does your helper have the same control over the
dog as you do? If not, then it must be rectified.
Teaching the dog to “heel” when walking – that is, the
dog walks beside you on your left hand side, does not
pull ahead of you, does not trail behind you and does
not cross from one side to another - this is the sign of a
well mannered and well trained dog. Heeling can easily
be taught to every dog with patience, good technique
and sometimes with the help of special collars such as

the Halti or Gentle Leader. The training technique may
vary from one dog to another but the outcome should
be the same…a well mannered dog that is a joy, not a
nightmare, to walk. Coming when called, sitting and
dropping on command also demonstrates good control.
Wa l k i n g t h e d o g
should be a pleasure
not a battle! Getting
everyone involved
with walking the
dog can be a fun
experience. I have
often used the
“double lead”
technique when with
young children - they
fe e l l i ke t h e y a re
walking the dog, but
there is that backup
control if needed.
Finally, some laws to consider when walking your dog:
1. When a large dog i.e., more than 20 kgs, is in a
public place, the following control measures must be
applied:
• Large dogs shall be securely held on a leash of not
more than 2 metres in length by a person at all
times; OR
• Large dogs shall be securely tied to a fixed object
on a leash of not more than 1.5 metres in length
in a manner that does not pose a danger to the
public and animal safety, and welfare of the dog.
• In country parks, large dogs may be exercised
without a leash, provided they are still under
effective control.
2. If your dog defecates it must be cleaned up
immediately or face a fixed penalty of HKD1500.00

Go out and enjoy “walking the dog”…
it is good for both of you!

Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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THAT'S HISTORY

The (HK)CCC Woolly
Jumper Tour to
New Zealand
April 2004 – the first NZ Tour by Club cricketers
but under the Craigengower Cricket Club
banner.
With one exception, all the team were HKCC
Members.

Match 1 v. Willows CC, Christchurch
“blue skies, green mountains, white sheep and
a massacre in the making”: lost
Match 2 v. Willows CC, Christchurch:
“snowed off”
M a tc h 3 v. Wa n a k a I n t e r n a t i o n a l X I ,
Queenstown “surrounded by snow-capped
mountains and a crystal clear lake” – draw
Match 4 v. Queenstown “post-match pitchside barbie with a whole
sheep” – draw
Match 5 v. The Cavaliers, Dunedin:
“possibly the nearest major city to the
South Pole” – lost

Sheep may safely graze

Match 6 v. Bulwer CC Select, Auckland:
“CCC ignore Grocer’s maxim of always
chasing and bat first” – won

At Dunedin
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DotCod Dinner & Show
Show at Lyric Theatre, HKAPA
Saturday 30th May
5:45 p.m. – 10:30 p.m.
$1,368 per HKCC Member*
$1,468 per Member’s Guest

*
Package Price includes
√ Three-course Set Dinner at DotCod
√ Seating at VIP ticket zone
√ Shuttle Bus between DotCod & Lyric Theatre
5:45 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

Dinner at DotCod
Shuttle Bus departs to HKAPA
Show Starts
Shuttle Bus returns to DotCod

For ticketing availability, please contact Marketing &
Event Department on 3511 8678 or email to events@hkcc.org

* package price includes 10% service charge
30% HKCC Member discount does not apply

Dot Cod Seafood
Restaurant & Oyster Bar
In the Heart of Central
Basement, Prince's Building,
10 Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong
Email:
Website:

dotcod@hkcc.org
www.dotcod.com

Owned by HKCC dotCod Limited

